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Abstract
The United States Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) implemented the Part 107 legislation to allow the flight of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) for commercial use (i.e.
package deliveries, power transmission line inspections, etc.) in the National Airspace System (NAS). As a consequence of the newly introduced rules, there is an increased risk
for accidents involving injured bystanders or damaged to property. The work within this
document defines a UAV to UAV safety distance model that acts as a range sensor enabled
elastic bubble. The length of the UAV safety bubble contracts and expands upon changing
airway wind speed conditions. It also adds manufacturer safety distance recommendations
as an extra layer of security. The error safety distance equation is expected to mitigate
critical UAV operation errors into collision. That model is also a building block for a UAV
risk mitigation equation obtained by using the mechanical behavior of gas particles as an
analogy. That equation identifies degrees of risk within different airway volume configurations. The weighted risk parameters that drive the risk mitigation equation are: 1)UAV
safety distance error due to wind conditions, 2)impact of increase number of contained
UAVs, and 3) maximum system failure rates per flight hour to meet ground Target Level of
Safety (third party casualty risk). The proposed work seeks to support the implementation
of a safe Beyond Visual Line-of-Sight (BVLOS) coordinated Unmanned Aircraft System
(UAS) airway among other applications.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) or drones is rapidly increasing worldwide.
The United States Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) newly implemented Part 107
rules [1] for commercial use of small UAVs (under 55 lbs.), bring the need for a safe distance
operation between them inside an airway system. This need evolves from the increased risk
of an accident affecting human safety or property damage as identified in the works by
Weibel et al [2], Luxhj et al [3] and Melnyk et al [4]. A safe small UAV commercial airway
system requires autonomous behaviors and simplicity in their design. It the future, such
airway is expected to safely operate on a Beyond Visual Line-of-Sight (BVLOS) flight in
order to increase its efficiency. That is been proposed by experts such as in Kopardekar et
all [5] and Mohl [6].
This document will start by defining this dissertation work objectives to facilitate Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) safe integration into the National Airspace System (NAS).
Then, the literature review chapter will start with the description of the need and the background information about the United States government efforts into integrating UAS into
the NAS. It will then define the concepts that helped with the modeling of the proposed
UAV safety distance and risk mitigation models. The modeling objectives and concept
of operation chapter will describe the steps taken to formulate the proposed UAV safety
models. The following chapter will describe how the small UAV operation error safety
distance was developed and further integrated into the risk of collision mitigation model.
After that, there will be a multiagent simulation to further define the possible engineering
applications for the UAS error and risk models. This paper will finally conclude with a
discussion of the expectations for the UAS safety models, and the future tasks to be done
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to validate them with hands-on applications.

1.1

Objective of the Research

Based on the needs to safely integrate small drone technology into the nations airspace
a research question was developed: Will the proposed safety distance and risk mitigation
models enable heterogeneous swarms of UAVs to operate dynamically and safely within
the boundaries of FAA certified flight corridor?. The objectives for the proposed system as
defined by the research question are explained in the following bullet points:
• Dynamically: a sensor based UAV safety distance bubble will need to contract or
expand depending on the airway wind speed conditions. It will also need to change
based on the drone vendor safety distances specifications.
• Safely: collisions need to be reduced because of the existence of a system of sensing
beacons that order drones to stay safely away from each other. A geometric risk
analysis of airway configurations need to be defined. The defined model is expected
to mitigate the risk based of increasing number of drones and population density
under it. The proposed model need to meet a Target Level of Safety for the public
as requested by the UAS legislation of 2012.
To achieve a solution, a combination of UAS safety distance and risk of collision mitigation are been presented in Chapter 4. A solution was achieved by identifying critical risk
parameters from UAV datasheets. Those parameters were integrated into mathematical
models that identify risk of collision drivers: 1)UAV safety distance error due to wind conditions, 2)impact of increase number of contained UAVs, and 3) maximum system failure
rates per flight hour to meet ground Target Level of Safety (third party casualty risk).
For the purpose of simplifying the definition of system-of-systems (SoS) recommendations two subsystems are identified: the UAV Coordinated Airway (UAV-CA) and UAV
Sense and Avoid Safety Bubble (UAV-SSB). These subsystems are proposed to be develop
2

from the safety distance error and risk mitigation models. Their future implementation
also seeks to reduce the burden on robotic autonomous control systems to a manageable
level. Their SoS implementation are expected to assist with the future development of a
safe autonomous BVLOS Unmanned Aerial System Traffic Management (UTM) network.
A successful UTM operation mode requires sophisticated autonomous behaviors and
simplicity to design the airways. This dissertation defines a safety distance model representing the UAV as an elastic bubble that interacts with its surrounding airway and other
elastic bubbles. The bubble represents the uncertain risk of damage area around the UAV
and reacts as an elastic head-on collision agent.
The UAVs are allowed to have collisions among their safety bubbles and bounce away
from each other. Once they are out risk the drone will continue traveling towards its final
destination.

1.2

Impact and Contribution to the Body of Knowledge

The model defined by the research seeks a general benefit from the lawful operation of
drones in the National Airspace System (NAS). It wants to offer UAV enhance safety
distance operations with two mathematical models that seek to reduce collisions.
The proposed research seeks to enhance UAS operations and demonstrate the public
its functionality. It wants to become a building block towards a global Sense and Avoid
(SAA) and coordination model for swarms of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) on a Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) flight corridor. The proposed system represents an
expansion for the current technology capabilities of the promising market for commercial
UAVs. The proposed models want to add extra layers of safety to the lawful flight of
commercial drones.
The body of knowledge on drone technologies will have an added contribution by the

3

introduction of a safe distance error model driven by wind speed conditions and already
stablished manufacturer recommendations. This model seeks to assist the FAA on the
Unmanned Aircraft Systems Integration in the NAS. This research adds simple and cost
safety considerations for UAS SAA systems. It is an added capability of innovation and
pioneering in an emerging field. This system is a promising proof of concept on new
applications for UAS collision avoidance and risk parameters identification. It enables
further exploration and possibilities on autonomous intelligent systems.

4

Chapter 2
Literature Review
These chapters describe the most meaningful collection of knowledge and research that was
acquire to assist with the completion of this dissertation work. This is a support chapter to
update the reader into significant reviewed knowledge on Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV)
legislation and technology. It also adds existing models that proposed Unmanned Aircraft
Systems (UAS) traffic management considerations, risk mitigation techniques, Sense and
Avoid (SAA) solutions, and distance detection configurations to compare and expand upon
the proposed research.

2.1

Problem Background and Research Motivation

The US government has been concerned about the increase popularity of UAVs in the private sector and their risk. Their concerns were finally expressed on February 14, 2012 when
President Obama signed the Federal Aviation Agency (FAA) Modernization and Reform
Act [7]. This document generates multiple recommendations to the FAA for an improvement on the current aviation infrastructure and technologies. However, a very critical point
on this act is the call for mandatory efforts for an Integration of Civil Unmanned Aircraft
Systems (UAS) into National Airspace System (NAS) in sections 331 through 336. It covers
points that define special recommendations for the use of commercial UAVs in the NAS. It
also adds recommendations for evaluation mechanisms and a designation for proper levels
of safety for their operation.
A major concern to public safety arises as more drones start legally operating in the
NAS. It is important to define a way of how drones flight will be coordinated while avoiding
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collisions and completing their tasks. A set of requirements and models have to be defined
for a successful integration of UAS into the NAS.
The FAA only recorded rules before the FAA Modernization and Reform Act for flying
drones was the Model Aircraft Operating Standards Circular Advisory of June 9, 1981 [8].
This was a safety recommendations circular that focused on hobbyists flying radio control
toy planes. Also, there was not a defined no drone flight zone but a list of recommendations.
The main recommendations were to fly away from noise sensitive areas as schools and to
be 3 miles away from any airport.
On April 2012, scientists from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) explained on an aircraft seminar how their organization was planning to assist
the FAA with Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) Integration in the NAS concerns [9].
The scientists remarked that there was a need to enable standards on the commercial
use of UAVs. They estimated a time frame for impact of their work with the FAA and
other experts between 2015 and 2025. The pressure was put on the respective government
institutions to generate meaningful rules for the integration of UAS in the NAS with a
deadline between 2015 and 2016.
A major pivotal point and a larger pressure for the authorities to speed of the process for rulemaking on commercial UAVs happened when Amazon.com CEO Jeff Bezos
announced Amazon Prime Air. In December 1st, 2013 during a televised interview with 60
Minutes, Bezos announced his company plan to develop a mass aerial delivery system done
by octocopter drones [10]. Their plan is to have their products delivered to the client in
around 30 minutes with drones flying up to 50 mph. The drones will be limited to transport
packages up to 5 pounds. That would benefit Amazon greatly since 86% of products they
sell meet that weight criteria. However, multiple criticism and skepticism towards Bezos
was expected. But critics didnt affect the idea and companies such as Google and Walmart
have join the race for the drone package delivery.
In the work done by Wang [11], the author further explores the drone package delivery
phenomena. He analyses the feasibility of such delivery system. However, the article
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touches one of the most important points for the development of this dissertation work. He
introduces the humanitarian efforts done by drones delivering lifesaving medicine to remote
villages in Africa. He also talks about Matternet being an innovative UAV company seeking
to implement a network of drone delivery through the world. Matternet UAV highway seeks
to transport many parcels at rural areas and other hard to access areas.
On January 6, 2014, the FAA published a fact sheet for UAS that condense the work
they did so far to target the commercial use of drones [12]. They specified the current
requirements to lawfully fly private UAVs in the NAS. During that time only two methods
to allow their flight were the norm: an experimental airworthiness certificate or a Certificate
of Waiver or Authorization (COA). Also, they introduced the centers of excellence for UAS
testing been funded by the government to assist with their integration to the NAS. The
efforts done by the FAA and their partners were later reflected on February 15, 2015, by
publishing their Overview of Small UAS Notice of Proposed Rulemaking document. That
would become a new foundation to allow the lawful flight of commercial UAVs. In summary,
it specifies the maximum allowed flight height, speed and weight of the drone to operate
in the NAS. There was also a proposed training for the operator.
In July 17th, 2015, another important milestone happened for the legalization of commercial drone flight. The first legal drone delivery approved by FAA took flight to deliver
medical supplies to a rural clinic in Virginia [13]. The Australian drone based technology Flirtey in collaboration with Virginia Tech and NASA were in charge of the operation.
This event further enable the possibilities for the legalized commercial activities using small
drones.
In October 19, 2015 more legislation announcements happened towards the legalization
of commercial drones. The US Department of Transportation (DOT) announce the registration process for recreational UAVs [14]. Before that, commercial drones could only be
allowed to operate in the NAS by filling a FAA COA. Even by submitting a COA there was
not warranty of being allowed to operate. After that the DOT task force aim to register
every single UAV that pretended to fly over the NAS.
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On December 21st, 2015, the official FAA drone registry system became active. According to the FAA everyone that attempt to fly a UAV have to register if their drone
weights between 0.55 pounds and less than 55 pounds. The robotics news specialized
website Robohub summarized the details of the registry and are listed below [15]:
• Drones weighing .55 pounds and less than 55 pounds must register. Its the law.
• Drones must be registered before flying them outdoors.
• You must be over 13 years old to register.
• Drones owned before December 21, 2015 must be registered before you fly them (or by
February 19, 2016).
• Once registered youll get a number that you must put on your drone. If you have
multiple drones, the same registration number must appear on all your drones.
• Drones cannot fly above 400 feet, at night, or within 5 miles of an airport.
• Starting January 21, 2016, there will be a $5 registration fee prior to then the fee is
waived.
• There are civil penalties for flying without registering: Up to $27,500 in fines, and
up to 3 years imprisonment if failure to comply results in criminal penalties. [Drones
for commercial use and drones greater than 55 pounds must register differently. Its
also the law. Those details are forthcoming from the FAA.]

These recent advances in commercial drone legislation established an important foundation for the future implementation of swarms of UAVs through the NAS. Those new
requirements became the starting point to enable the founding principles for this dissertation research.
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Laws that enable UAS in the NAS for commercial purposes reached its current standard
on June 21, 2016, when FAA Part 107 was implemented [1]. Figure 2.1 summarizes Part
107 and it is identified as a very significant UAV technology enabling legislation. However,
it has not solved the BVLOS constraint but it creates significant acceptance towards a more
comprehensive integration of UAS into the NAS. It has been a very significant evolution
from 2012 until now for UAS legislation.

Figure 2.1: FAA Part 107 Summary [16].
Reviewing through the literature, the main research on UAS has been focused on individual technologic advances, tasks, skills or chores as seen in the work by Clarke [17].
Other main perspective on drone research is in how to create an individual Sense and Avoid
(SAA) mechanism that can assist the drone to dont collide with any obstacle on their path
as described in the publications by Hall [18] and Pham et al [19]. However, the proposed
research focus on the perspective of drone behavior in heterogeneous swarms and their
relationship with their airway (agent and environment). Drones navigating the NAS are
expected to belong to different companies and possess different SAA capabilities. These
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different drones will have to travel long distances and interact with multiple drones. This
research tries to target the problem on how to allow the safe distance coordination of these
many drones, through a common path in a unified sense of collision avoidance between
each other. It seeks a sensing mechanism that conserves resources and becomes a solution
to a complex issue. It evaluates the concern of collision avoidance with a cost-effective
solution that allows fairness among all UAS users of the NAS. It attempts to detect a
way in which NAS airways can enable a fair market on drone transportation services. The
proposed research takes advantage of the current legislation requirements and focuses in
the parameters that involved only the small UAVs that weight between 250 grams and 25
kilograms.
Public safety is a main concern in creating new rules for swarms of UAVs navigating
the NAS. An efficient and generalized Sense and Avoid (SAA) system for drones must be
implemented for a FAA controlled flight corridors. The top priority for this UAV airway
system is to avoid collisions of drones on midair that can create third party casualties in the
ground. There is the possibility to automate these systems with a common and inexpensive
control and coordination mechanism. It becomes a better solution than just having them
rely on their own sensors and decisions algorithms to avoid collisions. It becomes an added
security layer that can be used and understand by all the drones utilizing the NAS.
This dissertation will introduce a different perspective to allow swarms of heterogeneous
UAVs to share the same road without having to add extremely complex mechanisms. It
will present mathematical models that seek to be an application for UAV SAA models.
A system that can help increase public safety by simplifying the solutions for a complex
problem.

2.2

Unmanned Aircraft Systems General Background

The following section identifies recommended sources of information to keep the reader up
to date with general UAV concepts. These concepts involve UAV definitions, applications
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and swarm configurations. This section works as an invitation for the reader to get better
acquainted with the aerial robotic systems analyzed through this doctoral dissertation
document.
In the research done by Clarke [17] the reader can encounter a very comprehensive
historical survey towards the existence of modern drones. He explains the reason of what
he defines as the drone epidemic or the reason for its increasing popularity. The author
defines the concept of drone, their attributes, their prospective utilization, challenges of
their implementation in the airspace, and the implications of their risk management. This
document is an important introduction and helps to identify the reasons of the current
impact of drones in the current times.
In the drone technology surveys submitted by Sahingoz [20] [21], the author clearly
describes the difference between UAS and UAV concepts. That confusion is clear through
most of the literature. It is important to remark that a UAV is part of the UAS. The UAS is
the aerial robotics system implementation that is made of UAVs, a launch system, payloads,
command and control center, and control and data transmission links. Through his work,
the author assists the reader into identify conceptual discrepancies into understanding
drone technology concepts. However, the main focus of the document is into identifying
the requirements to develop swarms of UAVs into mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) and
vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs). The more formal definition in this packet relying
network in the later document is formalize as Flying Ad-Hoc Networks (FANETs). These
documents are significant for the proposed dissertation work due to its disclosure on the
many challenges into developing a FANET. It helped to clarify the notion for the UAVSSB design to move further away from a packet relay framework into a sensing beacon one.
The objective became into simplifying the UAV-to-UAV collision avoidance detection into
a more heuristic safety bubble approach.
The article by Kardasz et al [22] is fundamental into understanding the components of
a drone: frame, propellers, engine, electronic system and communications system. It also
discusses the major constraint or nuances in their operation capacity due to battery power.
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It expands into defining most of their current applications and general risk associated with
their operations. This document definitely assists with the multilevel understanding layer
by layer of what is a UAV system. It is an essential reference for anyone involved in the
UAS area of research.
One of the most important perspectives into designing a model that deals with large
groups of robots involves the basic understanding of swarm robotics intelligence. The
article by Abidin et al [23], is a very comprehensive survey in swarm intelligence (SI),
artificial intelligence (AI) and swarming robotics (SR). The authors specify the complexities
of solving such optimization derived swarm behavior algorithms. They defined three SI
applications: SR, prediction of phenomena and optimized network design. They introduced
the idea of the will to analyze and later emulate animal behavior for the design of SR. They
specified the importance of defining agents within a swarm that dont require a centralized
controlled to realize their simple tasks. However, for this dissertation work there is an
updated approach of classic SR that involves the environment into the model. The proposed
work focuses more in particle behavior rather that animal one. It is important to understand
the classic approach into the problem but in a UAV airway its agents will not have the
same mission or objectives like animals. It the next chapter there will be an introduction to
the concept of multiagents. And multiagents involve the environment into their behavior.
For the proposed UAV safety bubble and airway systems to be safe, there is the need to
define a both centralize and independent hybrid mechanism.
The papers by Sauter et al [24] [25] are recommended SR design examples done by the
same research group. It is a classic and well documented approach into developing SI into
drones. They specify the use of digital pheromones for controlling and coordinating swarms
of UAVs. They authors studied their model under various conditions to determine their
effectiveness in multiple military scenarios. They demonstrated effectiveness of pheromone
algorithms for surveillance, target acquisition, and tracking. However, this is still a fully
decentralized method that doesnt fully account for the environment and differences in the
manufacturing and tasks of UAVs. It also cannot truly demonstrate the safety of this
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approach beyond efficiency. Since the time this work was published there hasnt been fully
accepted commercialized applications of digital pheromones. This model showed promised
but it is still complex and more acceptable for military tasks rather than commercial ones.
The proposed dissertation model focuses more into enabling FAA Part 107 that involves
UAVs for different purposes that will just need to focus into keep a safety distance among
them. And this UAV agents will require a centralized entity to enhance their safe operation.

2.3

Small UAS Integration into the NAS models

This section focuses in the meaningful efforts done into characterizing UAS traffic management systems. The system-of-systems (SoS) concepts of operations are the top-level
requirements observation for successfully integrating small UAS into the NAS. The models
proposed by this document were greatly inspired by the SoS considerations to control and
coordinate swarms of drones through the airspace to enhance day to day operations.
In the work done by Shim et al [26], the authors specified a path planning navigation
design for UAS swarms in urban environments. One of the greatest challenges it of the
UAS integration into the NAS is utilizing them in high population density areas. This
journal shows a common model of programming a navigation path into drones before their
deployment. According to the authors is possible for these drones to modify a preprogram
path to avoid disturbances in their travel with a minimal deviation. The algorithm that
they design shows promise for the go-to-goal behavior that must be implemented into the
drone. However, their models and experimentation was in a closed and secured environment
that doesnt truly demonstrate if it would be safe for the population under them. This is a
global approach as many others that account for a same manufacturer drone as their agent.
The question still arises into a realistic approach of drones with different capabilities. This
journal is an interesting analysis of a decentralized approach, but still lacks to account for
the need of the environment to be part of the system to enhance its safety.
Continuing with the discussion of safely implementing UAVs in an urban environment,
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the conference paper by Foina et al [27] describes interesting approaches to overcome design
barriers. This document accounts for multiple approaches for an urban UAV airway system
implementation: citizen engagement through communications technology, vehicle-city coordination problems, and vehicle-to-vehicle coordination. Their specific SAA approach was
implemented by a cooperative transponder solution. Contrary to the previously analyzed
document, this one has a centralized perspective. Also, their study focus more into unmanned vehicle versus manned vehicle distance maintenance. For the proposed dissertation
work the distance from manned vehicles is out of scope by assuming drone only airways.
That fully removes that constrain. However, this document shows interesting aspects into
the full development of a UAV UTM system.
In the Hall [18] publication, a Geocast Air Operations Framework (GAOF) for drones
is described. This framework is a building block towards the design and definition of a
UAS Traffic Management (UTM) system. The author talks about the utilization of the
AT&T Labs Geocast System (ALGS) to enable a geographic addressing (GA) network for
drones. This network model consists addressing packets to all devices within a delimited
geographical zone. This coordination model can assist into defining no-fly zones and geofences for drones. The work done by AT&T demonstrate model similar to the propose
UAV-CA within this dissertation work. It helps to be aware of the capabilities to geographically allocate boundaries for UAV airways. The document also identifies a set of challenges
for the GAOF implementation: airspace awareness, non-line-of-sight control, augmentative
control, and collision avoidance. However, this are only recommendations with not clear
proof of concept in sight. The document works as a reference into identifying efforts in
geolocation solutions for an airway of UAVs.
The document by Kopardekar et al [5] is an essential building block towards a safe UAS
integration into the NAS. NASA scientists clearly define the safety considerations into
designing a UTM for UAVs beyond only technological considerations like in many other
reviewed journals. The authors identify history lessons learned from aviation operations
to define their UAS UTM concept of operations. They defined important principles for
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its implementation: only authenticated UAS are allowed to operate in the airspace, UAS
will stay clear of each other, UAS and manned aviation will stay clear of each other,
UAS operator and/or systems will have awareness of all constraints in the air and all
the way to ground, and public safety UAS will have priority. Those principles defined
the considerations for the design of the proposed UAV-SSB and UAV-CA subsystems.
Awareness of wind speed conditions, manufacturer safety distance recommendations and
population density under UAS operations are defined into this dissertation work models.
The NASA document also talks about the huge economic benefit from allowing low-altitude
small UAVs operations in the NAS. This document is a must-read source of knowledge for
any researcher working in this specific field.
In the Guterres et al [28] publication, there is a meaningful discussion into the implementation of an Automatic Dependent Surveillance Broadcast (ADS-B) system for a
Small UAVs airway. In the proposed model for the UAV-CA there is the consideration of
the implementation of transponder devices such as the ADS-B. It function is mainly as the
cooperative centralize mechanism that will understand or define the environment for the
UAV agents or UAV-SSBs. Through the reviewed journal, ADS-B transmission power and
small UAV traffic density key parameters are identified. It is concluded by the authors
that the balance operation between these two parameters can be safely achieved within
a high small UAVs concentration areas. Their results are still preliminary but it helps to
considered already proven and existing FAA NEXTGEN devices as a solution to coordinate
UAVs in the NAS.

2.4

Risk Mitigation Models

The risk of having swarms of drones injuring people in the ground by falling into them is
the main driver into enhancing their safe operation in the NAS. The mechanism that is
primarily explored through this doctoral work involves keeping UAVs safely away from each
other in order to avoid collisions. The documents in this section had been explored in order
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to define guidelines and risk mitigation procedures to enhanced UAV safety operations.
Also, the documents introduced in this section are meaningful points of comparison for the
proposed models. Some of them have become essential parameters that had been integrated
into the error distance and risk mitigation equations.
Clarke [29], in a follow up paper from its 2014 work [17], defines principles and regulatory
options for as responses for what he denominates the drone epidemic. This paper works
as a simplified source for understanding the current UAS legislations. Risk mitigation
parameters are clearly presented and it facilitates the understanding of what is required
to identify them. Through the following paragraphs of this section the more targeted risk
mitigation solutions are been presented.
The documents presented by Richard Melnyk in [30] and [4] present a high impact into
the completion and formulation of the risk mitigation model for this doctoral work. In
the summarized journal version [4], the authors evaluated that the FAA primary concern
is not property damage done or economic damage done by a drone, but the public safety.
They focus their prediction model on the impact of UAVs falling from the sky and the
damage that can cause to the public. They defined how the weight and population area of
flight can impact the risk of human fatalities. This was done in order to better quantify
if UAS operations in the NAS can be safe enough for the public. Their model capture
the risk impact of UAS operations to the public in the ground while also integrating their
operating environment. They considered that the safety levels for UAS operations have to
be in function with their environment. For that, a Target Level of Safety (TLS) or best
choices into safety had to be quantifiable and less open to interpretation. They also came
with one of the best UAS categorization by weight parameters table. That categorization
might have impacted and can be seen in the current UAS legislation. The authors assumed
that UAVs shall not exceed the danger that manned aircraft historically posed to people
in the ground. The historical third-party death rate caused by manned aircraft accidents
number is 0.76 deaths per 10 million flight hours (FH). Using that data, they validate an
Event Three (ET) model approach to properly quantify maximum system failure rates (per
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FH) to meet ground TLS. Those values are in connection of UAV weight and population
density.
Melnyks work helped to capture an essential risk mitigation parameter that considers
the weight of a UAV and the damage impact that it would represent for the population in
case of free falling from the sky. The numbers they obtained through their ET formulation
are very meaningful and their impact in this dissertation work and data tables are further
discussed in Chapter 4.

2.5

Sense and Avoid Models

In this section, Sense and Avoid (SAA) concepts, algorithms and programmed behaviors
for autonomous robotic agents had been identified. The summarized documents under this
section help as point of reference and comparisons for the proposed models in this dissertation. It was important to understand what are the basic requirements and expectations
for optimal SAA mechanisms for drones. The SAA knowledge identified in this section also
helped to defined limitations and expectations towards the completion of this work, and
its probable enhancement towards future implementations.
The work done by Andrew Zeitlin in [31], [32], and [33] are important precursors into
the actual definition of SAA requirements for UAS. His focus was more generalized into
the observation of existing aviation requirements to be adapted into UAS. The last listed
of his documents is the most comprehensive an evolution from the previous ones. The author describes the RTCA (Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics) SC-203 Working
Group 3 efforts into developing standards, certification criteria, and procedures for sense
and avoid systems. The author then specified 2 main services that need to be provided
by standardized SAA mechanisms: self-separation maintenance and collision avoidance.
Also, SAA for UAVs functions are being defined: detect hazards, track the motion of the
detected intruder/obstacle, evaluate each tracked intruder/obstacle, prioritize the tracked
intruders/obstacles, declare evasive paths, determine the specific maneuver, command to
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perform maneuver, and execute the commanded maneuver. Those functions are the stepwise method in which SAA behaviors were initially defined. Since then, new implementations are constantly being developed. However, the author documents provide a proper
introduction into defining UAV SAA minimum requirements for its proper operation.
The survey done by Pham et al [19] helped to simplify the identification of principal collision avoidance system configurations. In the document are defined the two main building
blocks for such system: a sense and detection mechanism followed by a collision avoidance
behavior. Other important aspect of the publication involves the different collision avoidance defined categories: geometric, optimized trajectory, bearing angle based, force field
and other types. Some of the main categories are based in a system that knows at all times
the location of each element within the surrounding area. Most of them require intense
computational power and are hard to implement. This document worked as a reference
into the development of the UAV-SAA and UAV-CA into the need to reduce these collision
avoidance systems computational nuances. The initial planning of the UAV-SSA was based
in a force field idea rather that an operation. There are repulsions among non-centralized
sensing mechanisms. More details are given in the following chapters.
The work done by Zou et al [34] introduced the concept of utilizing multiagent systems
simulations to validate SAA algorithms. Multiagent simulations are composed agents (UAV
and intruder), environment (airway) and their interactions. Through their work, they came
out with an algorithm validation approach that surpasses a traditional random simulation
one. They were also able to detect safety issues within the tested SAA algorithm. They also
define practical ways to stablish collision avoidance scenarios through three type of intruderto- UAV encounters: head on, crossing (converging) and tail (overtaking). This specific
document impacted this doctoral work into looking into multiagent systems simulations to
observe the behavior of the safety distance model. It was also analyzed that the authors
approach has meaningful applications beyond this dissertation work. Applications that
involved optimize formulation of collision cases studies and a method to validate SAA
control algorithms.
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The work done by Sahawneh et al [35] is a very similar application to the one presented
in this dissertation work. The authors presented a recommended minimum sensing range
for UAV SAA based on worst-case collision encounter geometries. Their recommendation
stablished a minimum safe distance of 500 feet ( 152.4 meters) with identified operation
speeds from different UAVs. They based their system in manned aviation collision avoidance model of a hockey-puck collision volume. Within this volume there is a 500 feet
horizontal distance separation and a 200 feet vertical distance separation from other aerial
vehicles. In this model, a collision is defined when two planes pass less than 500 feet horizontally and 100 feet vertically. They emphasize the difference between non-cooperative
and cooperative intruder detection. A non-cooperative intruder detection was suggested
to be done through radar like range detection sensors. However, the cooperative intruders
can be detected by emulating the Traffic and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) and
Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B) utilized in manned aviation into
UAS systems. The model defines interesting perspectives but fails by defining their system
fully in manned aviation. They didnt account into multicopter enhance dynamics and capabilities of small UAVs. Their sensor range estimation seem quite conservative and larger
compared to the model proposed in this document. Their document also obtains results
from a uniform system without accounting for the diversity of manufactured model to be
account in a realistic UAS integration into the NAS.
In the publication by Ramasamy et al [36], a multi-sensor approach was defined for
UAV SAA operations. The model itself show promise into detecting intruders external
to the systems. A fusion of cooperative and noncooperative sensors is recommended for
the reviewed implementation. The author also defines a very complex uncertainty analysis
that evolved into an uncertainty for collision volume surrounding the UAV. The parameters
to compute the uncertainty volume considered navigation error of the host UAV platform
and tracking error of the intruders/obstacles. That uncertainty volume seemed efficient
to detect non-cooperative dynamic intruders beyond other UAVs. However, the research
work done for this dissertation assumes that the intruders are members of the same UAV-
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SSB subsystem. That simplifies the uncertainty volume of a collision risk. By further
standardizing the UAV-SSB into all the lawful and registered UAS users of a UAV-CA,
there is no need for such complex configurations as the presented by the author of the
reviewed document.
In the work done by Wang et al [11], there is a demonstration of a very elegant and
efficient SAA solution for mobile swarms of robots. The work done by the Georgia Tech
researchers demonstrate a very sophisticated and promising use of control theory to enhance SAA mechanisms. The document introduced the utilization of compositional barrier
functions to determine several objectives for robotic swarms. The utilization of barrier certificates can guarantee the accomplishment of multiple team of robots objectives. In their
experimentation, the researchers demonstrated satisfactory collision avoidance and connectivity behaviors done by multiple robots at once. This document is highly recommended
to the reader to identify future enhanced control techniques that can be applied into the
UAV-SSB subsystems operation beyond this dissertation document. That specific document demonstrates the future capabilities than satisfy the evolution safety requirements
for UAV SAA behaviors presented in this doctoral dissertation.

2.6

Distance Detection Models

To finalize this chapter, it was important to allocate range finder sensor configurations for
the proposed system application into a safety bubble. This section explores the technologies
that are candidates for a hardware implementation of application of the safety bubble
subsystem. More specific sensor technologies had to be identified once safety distance
recommendations are possible to implement though the mathematical models. This section
introduces novel approaches in distance detection that is expected to be implemented in
drone systems.
Starting with the discussion of safe distance detection the model done by Qu et al [38] is
a good point of reference. This work describes a car following safe distance model based on
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molecular dynamics. Assumptions were made that match car following systems characteristics similar to molecules simultaneous attractive and repulsive forces. The authors made
the next claim: Among the molecules, attractive force and repulsive force simultaneously
exist, both of which increase with the distance decreasing. But their changing rules are different that the attractive force declines more slowly. Molecular forces make the molecules
difficult to approach and be far away, as a phenomenon that the gas is difficult to be compressed and be expanded at a certain temperature That claim derives in the observation
that car drivers tend to maintain a safe distance with the car in front of them. Then, at the
car following system cannot be easily compressed at a certain speed. In consequence, if the
leading car driver speeds, all other cars behind will speed up to dont be left behind. Within
their work the authors defined multiple mathematical considerations such as reaction times
for the vehicles to decelerate and break. Through their analysis, they concluded that their
safe distance model based on molecular dynamics can have a significant impact in safety
and design of adaptive cruise control systems. This model has a significant impact into
the development of the UAV error in safety distance and risk mitigation models. In this
model, it can be observed the possibility of applying a particle dynamics observation into
a vehicle model. Before defining detection methods, a safe distance recommendation was
elaborated through the work presented in this document.
The publication by Yanmaz et al [39], explains a UAV communication antenna experimentation for 3D space and positioning. An exploration of quasi-isotropic radiation to
provide uniform 3D communication was done. The explored network performance evaluated was evaluated. The use of Received Signal Strength Intensity (RSSI) for positioning
was explored based on antenna positioning.
The work done by Asadpour et al [40], consisted in the exploration of hands-on experiments that evaluate UAV communication parameters: throughput, packet loss, RSSI and
SNR. Antenna position parameters were evaluated with experimental results. Also, aerial
transmission algorithms were explored. Through them, exploration of speed and distance
effects on RSSI was done. The authors also studied the transferring of high-resolution
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images between drones (the network dynamics of aerial links) using WLAN IEEE 802.11n.
The conducted experiments comprising of two UAVs and a laptop transmitting UDP packets to each other. Their test aimed to assess the quality of the signal and to evaluate
the impact of distance, relative speed, antenna orientation, and PHY rate adaptation on
packet loss and throughput. They found through their experimentation that the impact of
relative node speed did not indicate statistically significant correlation of throughput and
speed. They also found that antenna position is crucial to guarantee expected quality of
communication.
In paper by Chiaramonte et al [41], the authors explored the use of RSSI beacons
in vehicular ad hoc network to detect dangerous approaches among autonomous vehicles.
Important experimentation efforts were done to identify the effects of vehicle speed and
distance on RSSI. They focus on utilizing a propagation path-loss mathematical model to
estimate distance from RSSI. They identified a positive relationship between RSSI and distance for use on UAV systems. Their studies mainly focused into received signal strength
of beacons as a way to detect collisions among flying ad hoc networks (network of UAVs).
They explored the signal strength variation in relation to the distance and speed of the
drones. In order to gain physical data on their assumptions, they did 2D ground experimentations with a car driven at two different speeds with an RSSI beacon being detected.
They concluded that is possible to use signal strength as an indicator of proximity among
two drones. In their results analysis, they found that the signal intensity varies consistently with the distance. They also didnt find evidence that the speed influences the signal
strength. However, their results were still inconclusive into a 3D aerial perspective with
drones.
In the work done by Bouachir et al [42], the authors explored of a mobility model
designed for UAV ad hoc networks. UAV autopilot mobility maneuvers were explored
through simulations. They identified the effects on how a node mobility affects the network
topology and communication protocol performance. They concluded that their work was
and initial point towards a validation of a UAV mobility model.
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The research done by Ramasamy et al [43], worked as a feasible and comprehensive
survey into the application of Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) for UAV SAA noncooperative sensing applications. In this document, the researchers experimented with the
implementation of a LIDAR Obstacle Warning and Avoidance System (LOWAS) in a UAV.
The demonstrated performance of their model showed a safe avoidance of all the potential
obstacles in their experiment and simulations.
All the UAV range detection technologies presented in this section helped identify and
demonstrate plausible capabilities for the UAV-SSB implementation. A safety bubble based
on radio frequency antenna and optical sensors can be implemented. A radio detection
based on RSSI can function as a range detection of other UAV-SBBs. While a LIDAR
can assist with the positioning of incoming UAV-SSBs intruders. Further detail into a
proposed hybrid sensor system will be explored in the following chapters of this document.
Significant work has been done in range detection sensors for UAVs. The next step would
be collecting all this knowledge and implement it beyond this dissertation work.
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Chapter 3
Modeling Objectives and Concept of
Operation
The main objective of the model was to develop a simplified heuristic approach to define
how small drones can keep a safe distance from each other and travel autonomously within
the National Airspace System (NAS). The focus was to find a way of simplifying a stochastic
aerial traffic system into a practical one. The model had to define an application that met
anti-collision objectives. The following sections explain the approaches taken to get to an
applicable safety distance and risk mitigation models. They also define the top-level design
for a UAV safety bubble and airway subsystems.

3.1

Research Methodology

The research process started by identifying the need for safe autonomy of small drones
flying above the population. FAA Part 107 opened a new world of possibilities for aerial
robotic technologies. However, the expected degree of safety to meet legislators and the
public acceptance is still in progress. A need for a safe Unmanned Traffic Management
(UTM) network has been then identified. The work in this document focused on targeting
a way to keep a drone-to-drone safe distance as starting point. From that, it evolved into
a risk mitigation model that seeks to identified optimal geometries to enhance the safe
operation of swarm of drones within an airway.
The analysis of the related literature and UAV data sheets helped to identify the proposed solutions with preliminary hypothesis and assumptions. It then evolved into the
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formulation of two mathematical models. Those models were then analyzed and identified
as prospective applications to enhance the safety of future UTM operations. There it was
then, the inclusion of multiagent simulation methods to observe the relationships of UAVs
within their environment. The exploration of multiagent simulation through NetLogo assisted with the observations of the behavior of the mathematical models.
The overall research methodology to the development of the proposed work is summarized in the following steps:
1. Mathematical Model Formulation: A model that enhances safety distance
among drones by integrating wind speed resistance conditions and manufacturer recommendations was developed. The formulated model assisted
into the enhancement of a risk mitigation model that uses the mechanical
behavior gas particles as an analogy for UAVs. The process that accomplished the model is expanded and detailed in Chapter 4.
2. Geometric Analogies and Boundary Conditions Definitions: Chapter 4
expands and defines how the exploration of current FAA rules and flight
navigation considerations became part of the risk mitigation model. The
identified geometric characteristics of a small UAV airway were compared
with the behavior of gas particles as explain by the Ideal Gas Law. It was
then constructed an analogy that connected a particle behavior idea into
a UAV system model.
3. Multiagent Simulations: The research was complemented through the implementation of NetLogo multiagent simulations. Chapter 5 explains the
method of creating the simulations and what was accomplished from them.
4. Engineering application considerations: In Chapter 5 further design recommendations for engineering applications are given. UAV airway geometric configurations are explained in order to enable transponder and
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signal transmission locations. Also, drone range detection sensor types
and transmission recommendations are given.

3.2

Characterization of an Anti-Collision Mechanism
for Swarms of UAVs Based on the Mechanical Behavior of Gas Particles

For the proposed model, multiple automated drones will lack an experienced human pilot
but can have meaningful Sense and Avoid (SAA) payload for a similar effect of reducing
the risk of a midair collision. SAA is defined as the algorithms or mechanisms that enable
the self-separation and collision avoidance among UAVs [34].
However, that payload efficiency depends in the capabilities of the individual drone
manufactured quality or function. Trying to standardize every drone is a complex task
unless a centralized homogeneous system exists within an airway that can enable a sense of
coordination. It will require a coordination system capable of identifying its own nuances
such as high wind speed areas, proximity to airports, population density in the ground at
risk, and flying vehicles above them. And it will also require to identify the strengths and
weaknesses of the drones navigating through it. In consequence, rules can be identified
and set up to ensure the drone survival by using a recommended UAV Coordinated Airway
(UAV-CA) and UAV Sense and Avoid Safety Bubble (UAV-SSB) subsystems.
The complexity of the safety rules can be reduced by allowing safe elastic virtual collisions among UAV-SSBs instead of focusing into avoiding them. The after effect of elastic
collisions can be observed in the interactions between gas particles on a container. Their
after-collision effect is random but they are always elastic. That means that its resulting
motion after collision will result in no loss on their total kinetic energy [44]. Through the
exchange of kinetic energy and momentum among gas particles, a stability in their velocity
through time can be observed. This is explained by the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.
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That statistical physics theory explains how the particles reached thermodynamic equilibrium.
The probability of reducing the risk of drone-to-drone collisions can be assumed by the
preliminary notion that gas particle behavior can be emulated into small multicopter UAVs.
That might achieve a probable relative speed stability for swarms of drones through virtual
safety bubble elastic collisions in a bounded airway cell. Relative speed among drones is
defined as their velocity interactions inside a moving airway. It not necessarily reflects
their speed to navigate the airway, but how fast or slow are they in relationship with each
other. That hypothesis is essential to the development of the recommended UAV airway
coordination system. For this coordination to function, collisions among safety bubbles are
virtually allowed through the UAV-SSB.
The dynamics of the safety bubble collisions are expected to be similar to the Brownian
motion due to its connection to gas particle behaviors. Brownian motion or pedesis is
the random motion of particles suspended in a fluid (a liquid or a gas) resulting from
their collision with the fast-moving atoms or molecules in the gas or liquid [45][46]. The
direction of the force of atomic bombardment is constantly changing, and at different times
the particle is hit more on one side than another, leading to the seemingly random nature
of the motion. This motion is further explained by the mathematical model that defines
random movements of particles named particle theory. Particle theory is a stochastic or
chaotic system in nature. Brownian motion is a well-studied and analyzed phenomena that
can be simulated. Then, this stochastic system is assumed to function as a template to
emulate or simulate the proposed safety bubble system.
However, before achieving dynamics similar to the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution or
Brownian motion to coordinate drones in an airway it is important to first deal with the
dynamic diameter of the UAV-SSB. It has to be understood that UAV-SSB collisions will
not be elastic since they are not particles. It will depend on the sensing beacon capabilities
and controlled dynamics of a multicopter drone. One of those conditions is a simulated
damping of their velocities to regulate their virtual collisions responses. Also, UAVs will
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enter and exit an airway changing physical characteristics such as the conservation of energy.
UAV speed damping to simulate elastic collisions is out of the scope of this dissertation.
The formulated safety distance model is a starting point towards that future step. The
initial point is to truly disseminate the idea that a safety distance from UAV-to-UAV can
be achieved with the proposed model.
Continuing with the observance of gas particle mechanics, the next evolution into this
work was the risk mitigation model. It helped to define the risk of potential UAV collisions
due to its capacity to fit in a controlled airway among other characteristics. The proposed
model was inspired on the ideal gas equation associating the pressure, temperature and
volume parameters of a container full of gas particles. That relationship became analog
to a new expression related to multicopter drone. This background information about the
identification of gas particle behavior into UAVs is given in order to support the implementation of the model parameters further defined in Chapter 4. It also expresses the
motivation to further explore this research analogy of using persistently studied chaotic
natural phenomena into stochastic artificially man made phenomena.
A top-level Concept of Operations was defined at the beginning of the research (Figure. 3.1). It involved a UAV-SSBs bouncing away reaction from their virtual collisions
similar to gas particles. After that, the UAV is expected to continue with its go-to-goal
robotic behavior unless other virtual collision is detected again in a SAA robotic behavior.
It was then understood that to reach that point the doctoral work had to focus in the dynamic behavior and safety of the system as stipulated in the research question in Chapter
1.
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Figure 3.1: Concept of Operations: UAV-CA and UAV-SSA Model based on gas
particle behavior during head-on elastic collisions.

3.3

Analogy of the Ideal Gas Law Model to Define a
Small UAV Risk Mitigation Model

Through the observation of the dynamic behavior of gas particles a mathematical model
was selected to be matched in terms of drones. The Ideal Gas Law states a mathematical
expression in Equation (3.1) that is an ideal approximation to the behavior of gas particles
under multiple conditions such as pressure and temperature contained in a volumetric
container [47].
P V = nRT

(3.1)

The selection of such equation continues the argument stated on previous section in
which the average speed stability of gas particles attained after certain time creates a desired
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result for a dynamic stochastic system coordination effort. UAVs will not behave the same
way as gas particles since they possess certain autonomy and the capability of modifying
its behavior. However, in a situation in which the number of drones increase, their speed
increases and the distance between them decreases the boundaries of an airway cell can
exert an increase pressure or risk of collision. By observing that behavior a next step was
taken to define how the airway and drones can be mapped from Equation (3.2) connecting
its parameters with the risk of collision damage within a UAS airway. A hypothesis was
done based on the risk of collision of UAVs within a bounded corridor and the inverse
proportional relationship between pressure and volume in the Ideal Gas Law.
P =

nRT
V

(3.2)

The proposed mathematical model that relates safe distance and risk of a collision
between UAVs was conceived as a tool to setup risk mitigation parameters within the
UAV-CA system. It starts by considering the impact on the relationship of the volume of
a container full of gas particles and the pressure been exerted on it. That relationship is
hypothetically mapped in the new expression in Equation (3.3) to link increase number of
drones, third party casualties in the ground, manufacturer recommended safety distance
and airway volume with the risk mitigation model.
R=

nU FT LS E
VA

(3.3)

The number of UAVs (nU ) are mapped from the particles (n) subjected to temperature
and pressure. The volume (V ) is mapped into the UAV airway volume (VA ). The temperature (T ) is mapped to the variable error in UAV safety distance planning (E) due to
changing wind speed conditions and manufacturer recommendations. The ideal gas constant (R) was mapped into the new equation using the population in the ground safety
considerations value calculated by Melnyk in [4] and [30]. That specific number comes from
the identification of maximum system failure rates per UAV flight hour to meet ground Target Level of Safety. It relates to the impact by weight and penetration that can be done by
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falling drones into diverse population densities. And finally, the pressure (P ) becomes the
risk value (R) of a potential damage in UAV collision. All those values are further explored
and defined in Chapter 4.
The E safety distance parameter is expected to be constantly updated and transmitted
by the UAV-CA to the UAV-SSB. These parameters are regulated by the UAV-CA system
observations in changing conditions such as number of drones entering and current wind
speed conditions within an airway cell boundaries. It can be defined and further studied
with the assumption that as the number of drones increases in a UAV-CA cell then the risk
of collision between drones must increase; and as the number of drones decreases the risk
of collision will decrease. The same can be assumed by sudden high speed wind gusts that
put at risk the safe navigation of a UAV.
With this model, it can be explored the possibility to better define UAV airway safety
considerations and geometrical boundaries. It can increase the capacity of the drones
similarly to planes in an airway to maintain a safety distance and reduce risk of collision
impacts. In other words, the R value can express how much pressure is been exerted inside
a UAV-CA. A pressure that reduces the safe distance of UAVs inside it.

3.4

The UAV-CA and UAV-SSB Multiagent Simulation Setup

To enable the simulation of the proposed anti-collision and coordination system there was
the need to understand a logic into how to define swarm robotic algorithms. In the article
published by MIT News[49], there is a clear argument on how the robotics community
categorize planning algorithms for robotic swarms. It defined two types: centralized and
decentralized. Centralized algorithms depend of an all-knowing or omnipotent computer
that makes all the decisions for the whole swarm. In contrast, the decentralized perspective allows each robot to make its choices base on its built-in sensors functionality.
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Each perspective has its pros and cons and are important into designing autonomy for
robotic swarms. In centralized algorithms, if the main computer fails the whole system
fails. And decentralized algorithms have greater complexity on their design and individual
robot computational power tend to be limited. Through the literature review process, it
was discovered the application of multiagent simulations. With that it was understood that
autonomy for the proposed system had to be a combination of centralized and decentralized
robotic behaviors. The robot itself must have a self-contained intelligence and autonomy
enhanced by an intelligent and automated environment.
Simulating the behavior of teams or swarms of robots is difficult due to the stochastic
nature of such System-of-Systems (SoS). For the UAV-CA it can increase its complexity
due that UAV-SSBs will belong to drones that have different mission objectives from each
other. The fundamentals to design a simulation for the proposed systems were inspired by
work done by Wilensky et al [50] and Tisue et al [51]. In Wilensky et al [50], the authors
use a case study based on the analysis of the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution (Figure 3.2).
Particle agent interactions were simulated and observed. The main observation consists on
exchange of kinetic energy and momentum among gas particles, an exponential decay in
their speed can be observed. In this model, average speed particles dominate through time
faster and slower ones. The figure shows the relationship between the number of particles
and their respective speeds. It is depicted that if the temperature of the gas increases, the
particles average speed rises too. Also, it shows how the number of fast speed particles
starts decaying exponentially. That statistical physics theory explains how the particles
reach thermodynamic equilibrium. What is needed to be taken from the behavior of gas
particles, is that if the particle speed rises then the pressure inside the container will rise
too. That relationship benefits the proposed dissertation model. The E parameter from
Equation (3.3) symbolizes a similar behavior to the increase in temperature in gases. It
the E parameter case, if it increases in will increase the risk of collision in the UAV airway.
And pressure and risk are parameters that had been interchange in the development of
Equation (3.3).
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Figure 3.2: The Maxwell-Boltzmann Distribution of Gas Particles [52].
This perspective will further formalize the operation of the UAV-CA and UAV-SSB
into defining their functionality into a hybrid interaction between cooperative (centralized robotic algorithm/control behavior) and non-cooperative sensor systems (decentralized
robotic algorithm/control behavior). In other words, the UAV-CA will transmit sensing
information to all the UAV-SSB agents within it. Creating the existence of a centralized
entity that assist with the coordination of the agents inside the airway cell. In the other
hand, each UAV-SSB agent will depend on the detection of intensity of their safety bubble
diameter length being detected.
In the publication by Tisue et al[51], the notion of a level thinking idea became expanded in the terms agent and multiagent system. An agent based simulation helps to
analyze and observe the micro-level behaviors of an agent. Results can be observed as a
macro-level caused by the micro-level behaviors and interactions between agents and their
environment. A multiagent system definition is simplified in the work by Siebers[48] by
naming it a collection of heterogeneous and diverse intelligent agents that interact with
each other and their environment. The multiagent system simulation approach can be seen
as an optimal modeling environment for heterogeneous, autonomous and pro-active agents.
The interaction between the UAV-CA and the UAV-SSB can be observed through a multiagent system. A UAV-SSB can be defined as an agent. That agent will interact with
other UAV-SSB with programed behaviors that enhanced their safe navigation through the
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environment controlled by the UAV-CA. The behavior of the drones within the airway cell
is simplified by defining simple and similar behaviors to the gas in a box multiagent system
simulation defined in the NetLogo software [53].
The GasLab Circular Particles multiagent system NetLogo simulation program created
by Uri Wilensky [44] was modified with the purpose of eveluating the implementation of
the safety distance model (Figure 3.3). The original code and the modified versions for the
UAV-SSB and UAV-CA implementations can be found in Appendix B.

Figure 3.3: Safety Distance Evaluation Netlogo Multiagent Model Inspired in the
Mechanical Behavior of Gas Particles[44].

The modified model considers the particles as UAV-SSBs. Parameters such as airway
size, initial UAV speed and wind speed are defined by the user and the E value gets
calculated and transmitted to each UAV-SSB. The boundaries of the UAV-CA cell are
assumed to be a geofence in which the drone agents will bounce away from it. Also, the
UAV-SSB will bounce away from each other after they collide. The modified simulation
keeps the original agent behavior of determining the resulting motion of particles that
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collide into UAV-SSBs that elastically collide.
The simulation calculates the moment in time in which the boundary of a UAV (represented by a dot) safety bubble (represented by the circle surrounding it) senses the edge
of another UAV-SSB or the UAV-CA borders. If sensing wont happen, then the UAV
continue with their current speed and direction. By allowing this sensing dynamic, any
future collision inside the system is expected to be detected. In the simulation, exchange of
kinetic energy between particles is emulated following the next statement from [44]: conservation of kinetic energy and conservation of momentum along the collision axis (a line
drawn between the centers of the two particles), is then calculated, and the particles are
given new headings and speeds based on this outcome. That behavior is then interpreted
into a change in color for the UAV-SSB agents. Color blue defines slow speed, color green
means medium speed and red means a fast speed. Three monitors (% FAST, % MEDIUM,
% SLOW) count the percentage speeds of UAV-SSBs. Other monitors defined as average
speed (AVERAGE SPEED) and average kinetic energy (AVERAGE ENERGY) are kept
for future analysis. All UAV-SSBs in the model are assume to have the same mass for them
to be elastic. Plots are modified in real time. The plots display the number of UAV-SSBs
in each speed range (SPEED COUNTS) are kept for future reference into a speed damping
system.
There was an added distance from UAV-SSB to UAV-SSB plot to analyze how close
they get from each other. A NetLogo centralized internal capacity to capture the location of
the UAV-SSBs was utilized to develop the plot. Further detail into what was accomplished
by the observations of multiagent simulations is explained in Chapter 5.
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3.5

Unmanned Traffic Management Design Top Level
System Requirements

Unmanned Traffic Management (UTM) design top level requirements were identified in
order to define the characteristics of the UAV-SSB and UAV-CA. Those requirements are
preliminary guidelines for future implementations for the proposed subsystems. A list of
the design requirements can be observed below:
• The UAVs shall be programmed to understand the boundaries of the FAA approved
flight corridor to complete their mission.
• The UAVs sense and avoid communications shall not be bounded by a traditional
ad-hoc network relay operations to increase its time response and efficiency.
• The UAVs shall avoid damage due to collisions between UAVs within the FAA approved flight corridor.
• The UAVs shall not interfere with the communications spectrum.
• The UAVs shall accept and react on SAA interactions only if the signal is trusted.
• The UAVs shall not fully depend on centralized based stations for their SAA communications.
• The UAVs shall contain all the systems necessary for their safety bubble contained
within its payload.
• The UAVs airway shall define and compute proper collision risk parameters to enhance
their SAA and coordination operations.
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3.6

Defining the UAV Safety Bubble Subsystem

Identifying the elements to characterize a UAV-SSB had to be done even if the focus of this
work was only of the safety distance aspect of it. That assisted with the visualization of
the expectations towards achieving a final product in the future. First, it was introduced
a concept of how the UAV-SSB will operate with the sense of drones safely bouncing away
from each other. These bouncing interactions are expected to behave as elastic collisions
emulated by robotic anti-collision behaviors. As a reminder for the reader, the elasticity
of each collision had to be formulated by a speed damping system out of the scope of the
doctoral work. The collision repulsion behavior is expected to be generated by a hybrid
array or skirt of range finder and direction detection sensors. The UAV-SSB sensor system
is recommended to be a combination of optical rangefinders and radio frequency beacons
power intensity detection devices. Further detail will be defined in Chapter 5. Figure 3.4
shows an interpretation the UAV-SSB sensor beacons expected coverage area.
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Figure 3.4: UAV-SSB Concept of Operations.
The utilization for similar sensor configurations for UAV collision avoidance, situation
awareness and distance detection have been proven functional in the documents from the
following authors: Ramasamy et al [43], Yanmaz et al [39], Asadpour et al [40], Bouachir
et al [42], and Chiaramonte et al [41]. Their reaction will vary depending on the dynamic
UAV-SSB range parameters coordinated by the UAS-CA. The E parameter formulation
can be seen as the planning or safety distance recommendation that need to be observed
and react upon by the UAV-SSB.
The current scope of this document will not cover specific sensor configurations for
the UAV-SSB. It will define recommendations to engineer them. Also, their functional
safety distance operations are defined by the mathematical model presented in Chapter
4. By formalizing the UAV-SSB in control theory terms, the robotic behaviors enabled
by observers (hybrid anti-collision detection sensors) will enable a sensing membership in
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which the UAVs will move away from where they sense another drone getting dangerously
closer. The closer the drones get to a possibility of collision, the higher probability that
they will need to respond by moving away from each other.

3.7

Coordinated UAV Airway Subsystem Design

The Merriam-Webster dictionary defines an airway as a designated route along which airplanes fly from airport to airport. The airway proposed for this research is defined in terms
of UAVs that travel a recognized or programmed route to complete a mission from one
location to another. These locations are expected to be remote from their command center
and Beyond Visual Line-of-sight (BVLOS) of an operator.
UAV missions can consist of transportation of parcels, travel to geological survey points,
search and rescue missions, etcetera. That route or airway can be expected to harbor
multiple UAVs. Each UAV will have different characteristics and they might share common
navigation waypoints. Thus, the UAV only airway becomes bounded by requirements,
virtual boundaries and a collision risk mitigation models. Special characteristics had to
be defined since these airways will allow swarm deployments of small UAVs through a 3dimensional space. These airway requirements have to be founded on the particular and less
constrained dynamics of UAVs over other transportation vehicles such as automobiles and
passenger airplanes. Figure 3.5 shows the clear difference in mobility and dynamics between
cars, airplanes and multirotor drones. A car will be able to move in a 2-dimensional plane,
while the aerial vehicles are capable to move in a 3-dimensional way. However, airplanes
lack the hovering and diagonal motions that a multirotor drone can have.
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of mobility options between automobiles [38], airplanes [54]
and quadcopters [55].

Multiple considerations and definitions are presented in Chapter 4 of this work in order
to achieve the proposed UAV airway model. For the UAV-CA operation, it is necessary
to identify collision risk parameters that can be identified by the airway for the purpose
of enhancing its functionality. The UAV-CA will be assign as a centralized coordinator
for a bounded airway cell. In the proposed airway model, there will be a defined number
of drones from different companies and vendors with different capabilities and missions
interacting with each other.
A UAV only airway situation might be similar to the current air traffic control (ATC)
model for passenger planes. While navigating through the NAS, different types of airplanes
from different companies interact with each other. Also, passenger airplane pilots have
to travel through volumetric flight corridors while avoiding collisions and following rules
imposed by the FAA. The pilots have the support of the ATC system and other navigation
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devices. The proposed airway system seeks to adapt into the Unmanned Aircraft Systems
(UAS) needs using stablished ATC approaches as a refence only. It is intended that a UAS
ATC modeling approach have to relate more to drone flight needs and constraints instead
of the ones from larger piloted vehicles. Its main objective is to decrease the risk of collision
after effect damages and increase the efficiency of the UAV-SSB operation.
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Chapter 4
Formal Definition of the Risk
Mitigation Parameters
The purpose of this chapter is to guide the reader through the analytical step by step formulation of each parameter in Equation (3.3). The R value formulation and its parameters
are intended to function as planning considerations to enable a safe small Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) Traffic Management (UTM) integration into the National Airspace
System (NAS). It is intended for the error safety distance and risk mitigation models to
define recommended software and hardware configurations to be implemented in the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) Sense and Avoid (SAA) Safety Bubble (UAV-SSB) and its
Coordinated Airway (UAV-CA) subsystems. It is also expected that the E value can help
enhance the safe navigation of registered UAVs inside the airway.

4.1

UAV Airway and Safety Bubble Coordination System Agents

The initial step before formulating the UAV error safety distance, consisted in identifying
most critical dynamic nuances that can decrease the safety navigation of a UAV through
the NAS. Drone manufacturers put special emphasis in the minimum safety distance from
obstacles and weather conditions in their flight requirements guidelines. If a drone cannot
meet the recommendations for their safe flight it becomes an instant risk for anyone under
it.
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According to Kwasniak [56], the China based multicopter drone manufacturer D-Jiang
Innovations Science and Technology Co., Ltd. (DJI) owns around 70% of the drone global
market. That specific drone brand is the most popular and their hardware continues to
meet proper safety standards. Two multicopter models from the DJI catalog were chosen
as the main agents for the initial exploration of the UAS airway system. The DJI Phantom
4 Pro/Pro+ is a highly versatile small quadcopter vehicle used for aerial photography
(Figure 4.1). This device defined the minimum requirements UAV agent to be allowed
into a UAV-CA cell. The other model selected was the DJI Matrice 600 hexacopter being
depicted as the maximum requirements UAV agent to be part of the UAV airway system
(Figure 4.2). Table (4.1) and Table (4.2) show the data extracted from each of the drones
user manuals and safety guidelines documents: Phantom 4 Pro User Manual [57], Phantom
4 Pro Safety Guidelines [58], Matrice 600 Manual [59], and Matrice 600 Safety Guidelines
[60]. That information was analyzed and specific parameters were selected and use into the
formulation of the UAV error safety distance model.

Figure 4.1: DJI Phantom 4 PRO/PRO+ Drone Schematic [57].
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Table 4.1: DJI Phantom 4 Pro/Pro+ Extracted Parameters to formulate E and R [57].

Figure 4.2: DJI Matrice 600 Hexacopter Drone Schematic [59].
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Table 4.2: DJI Matrice 600 Hexacopter Drone Extracted Parameters to formulate
E and R [59].

4.2

Identifying the Dynamic and Physical Limitations
of the Systems

Before formulating a mathematical model to identify the error in collision of the UAV it
is important to understand the limitations of the system. The first limit or boundary
condition is set by identifying the largest UAV dimension to be encountered in the airway.
In this case, the system agents are the DJI Phantom 4 Pro and the DJI Matrice 600. Both
diagonal wheelbase (motor to motor) with propellers length value (refer to Figure 4.3) was
extracted from their respective data sheets: Domaxm (Matrice 600) and Domaxp (Phantom
4).
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Figure 4.3: Drone Wheelbase Example [61].
A maximum operation was done to obtain the largest value that will be defined as the
minimum required diameter of a safety bubble (Equation (4.1)).
Do = max(U ASwheelbase ) = max(U AV 1wb , U AV 2wb , ..., U AV nwb )

(4.1)

All the different top speeds capacities for the overall system were extracted from the UAVs
datasheets: M axspkphSp , M axspkphAp , M axspkphP p , and M axspeedm . This was done in order
to understand the limitations of the maximum velocity that can be achieved by the overall
UAV agents in the system. It is important to understand the limit of how fast drones can
avoid each other within the system. A minimum operation was done to obtain the limiting
speed of the system (Equation (4.2)).
Us = min(U AST opSpeed ) = min(U AV 1T S , U AV 2T S, ..., U AV nT S )

(4.2)

Something to have in consideration is that some UAVs have multiple speed modes of
operation. This is the case for the DJI Phantom 4 Pro. In that case Equation (4.2) was
applied initially to all the different top speeds capacities from the Phantom 4 Pro. Then,
that max result was compare again in the equation with the Matrice 600 parameter. It had
to become a two-step process. What is recommended is to do the Equation (4.2) operation
for each individual system, and then applied it with all the system results.
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Drone manufacturers provide the max wind resistance parameter in their datasheets
and safety recommendations to notify the user about their UAV limitations. Those parameters were extracted from the datasheets of the UAV agents of interest: M axwindm and
M axwindp . It is important to identify what wind speed conditions will overtake the navigation capacity of the UAVs in the system. A minimum operation was done to identify such
value (Equation (4.3)).
Ws = min(U ASM axW indResistance ) = min(U AV 1M W R , U AV 2M W R) , ..., U AV nM W R) ) (4.3)
Another important parameter that was extracted from the datasheets and safety considerations is the recommended safety distance from objects: Dsm and Dsp . That value is a
MUST be added to any UAS safe distance model because it is acquired from the manufacturer safety assurance and quality control investigations. It can be assumed that optimal
and precise safety and quality studies were done by the manufacturer, before being allowed
by the respective government institutions to introduce their product into the market. A
minimum operation was done to extract the required value (Equation (4.4)).
Ds = min(U ASM anuf acturerSaf etyDistance ) = min(U AV 1M SD , U AV 2M SD , ..., U AV nM SD )
(4.4)
Table (4.3) shows the dynamic and physical boundary conditions defined for the utilization of DJI Matrice and DJI Phantom 4 Pro/Pro+ multicopters drones in the UAV-CA.
Table 4.3: Estimated Dynamic and Physical Limitations of the System.
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4.3

Defining the Time for Reaction Parameters

In the work done by Dosshi et al[62], an estimated safety distance form plane-to-plane in
manned aviation is given: ”According to recommendations given by the 241 Air Traffic
Control Squadron (ATCS) 12 seconds is needed for a passenger plane to steer clear from
another object: 6 seconds for the controller to radio the pilot, 4 seconds for the pilot to
start the maneuver, and 2 seconds to gain enough space to clear. At a speed of 238m/s,
the corresponding distance is 2.9 km” The introduction of that statement help to identify the importance of defining reaction times to fulfill a Sense and Avoid (SAA) action.
According to that document a total of 12 seconds is required for a complete frontal SAA
reaction for Boeing 767 passenger planes. However, the physical and dynamic characteristics of multicopter UAVs will require different reaction time consideration. For a drone,
other considerations must be taken due to its very different characteristics and enhanced
maneuverability compared to a traditional passenger plane. It is assumed that a UAV will
be capable of responding faster (less mass constraints to handle) as long as the wind speed
conditions are below the manufacturer recommended tolerance limit. For the proposed
UAV safety distance recommendations model two critical SAA times were defined:
• tsense : time it takes for one UAV range detection sensor to detect a registered UAV
intruder within the recommended minimum manufacturer safety distance.
• tavoid : time it takes for one UAV to move laterally away to avoid an incoming registered UAV intruder.
An initial observation for the tavoid is to have the at-risk drone move a distance equivalent to one minimum UAV-SSB diameter Do . Whoever, to enhanced the possibility of
fully avoiding the intruder a more conservative value would double the Do for the tavoid
consideration. Figure (4.4) and Figure (4.5) display the geometric interpretation for the
SAA parameters.
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Figure 4.4: UAV-SSB SAA Reaction Time Observations Diagram with a Matrice
600 Hexacopter Image [63].

Figure 4.5: UAV-SSB SAA Reaction Time Vector Observation Diagram.
The tsense value was obtained by dividing the minimum manufacturer recommended
safety distance (Ds ) by the minimum top speed achieved by the overall system agents
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(Us ) found in Table (4.3). To validate this approach an observation was done by looking
into the maximum and minimum overall system drone speed values (Equation (4.5) and
Equation (4.6)).
tsmin =

Ds
min(U AV 1T S , U AV 2T S , ..., U AV nT S )

(4.5)

tsmax =

Ds
max(U AV 1T S , U AV 2T S , ..., U AV nT S )

(4.6)

Ideally, the largest time value will generate the longest safety distance recommendation
when multiplied by the drone top speed. In this case based on the previous analysis, the
tsmin value will warranty the largest time. To estimate a ts value for the proposed model,
Equation (4.7 will be utilized in combination with the Us value of the system.
ts =

Ds
Us

(4.7)

The next step was the formulation of the tavoid value. To obtain a valid result, a similar
analysis to the tsense was done in which minimum and maximum speed values extracted
from the drones datasheet (Equation (4.8) and Equation (4.9)).
tamin =

2Do
min(U AV 1T S , U AV 2T S , ..., U AV nT S )

(4.8)

tamax =

2Do
max(U AV 1T S , U AV 2T S , ..., U AV nT S )

(4.9)

Again, the utilization of the minimum top speed value will guarantee the highest time
required for reaction. Then, Equation (4.10) helped with the formulation of ta .
ta =

2Do
Us

(4.10)

Finally, to estimate the total reaction time for the drone to enable a recommended safe
SAA behavior is given by the addition of the ts with the ta as seen in Equation (4.11)
tr = ts + ta
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(4.11)

The total reaction time for a UAV within the UAV-SSB subsystem with DJI agents
will be of around 0.96 seconds. So in the system design considerations the whole software
and hardware implementation of the UAV-SSB shall enable a SAA behavior in less than a
second. Table (4.4) summarizes all the time values calculated in this section.
Table 4.4: Estimated UAV-SSB SAA Time Reaction Values.

4.4

Defining the Minimum Error Safety Distance required for the System Operation

The E equation is a mathematical model that accounts for the dynamic change of the wind
speed conditions and the UAV manufacturer safety distance recommendations. It takes in
consideration different physical and dynamic parameters of all UAVs that are part of the
system to be controlled. This section describes the step by step formulation to obtain the
UAV error safety distance equation.
An initial hypothesis consists into defining a minimum UAV error in operation safety
distance. That is defined by the previously obtained maximum wheelbase parameter as
show in Equation (4.12).
Emin = Do

(4.12)

However, this more optimal safe distance approach proposed the addition of an extra
error safety distance consideration Ew based on the max wind resistance parameter found
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in the UAVs datasheets. Equation (4.13) adds the proposed wind conditions consideration
parameter.
Ew = Do + Dw

(4.13)

To define Dw two weighted values in function with the wind and UAV speeds are factored
into a Do value:
1. A

Ws
Us

ratio that considers critical conditions to allow the operation of drones in an

airway based in their limits. It is recommended that a numerator dynamic value not
to exceed the recommended Ws value. In the case of the DJI agents the wind speed
shouldnt exceed 8 m/s. If that value increases a drone might be able to still hover
or maneuver. However, the true limit will happen during and after Wsdynamic = Us .
That means that as long that
airway. At

Wsdynamic
Us

Wsdynamic
Us

< 1 the UAV will be capable to navigate the

≥ 1 the wind strength will matched or overcome the trust of the

drone. Thus, that is a high-risk situation for a collision or UAV free fall for lack of
trust power.
2. The kw value is an added consideration or gain based on the ideal E value given by
the previously defined tr value. This value is a factored weight on the drone SAA
response combined with wind resistance considerations
Then, Equation (4.14) for Dw was defined:
 W 
s
Dw = kw
Do
Us

(4.14)

In Equation (4.15), Equation (4.13) is manipulated in terms of Do with the integration
of Equation (4.14):
 W 
s
Ew = Do + kw
Do
Us

(4.15)

Then, in Equation (4.16), Do can be factored out from Equation (4.15):
Ws 
Ew = 1 + kw
Do
Us
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(4.16)

However, a kw value needed to be identified. For that, there was the hypothesis of
defining an Eideal value derived from the maximum speed that a UAV can achieved inside
the UAV-CA related to tr (Equation (4.17)). That was done with the expectation of
creating extra safety distance accountability or gain for random phenomena such as sudden
wind gusts:
Eideal = UoverallM axSpeed tr

(4.17)

In order to enhance the safety distance in this approach, the largest Eideal value had to
be obtained using Equation (4.17). Table (4.5) shows the results from the analysis in which
the Eideal value chosen is the one in function with the Phantom 4 Pro S-mode maximum
speed.
Table 4.5: E − ideal Value Exploration Based on Different UAV Max Speeds.

In contrast with the previous time considerations, for this case the largest Eideal must
be acquired based on the maximum speed that the drones in the system can obtain. The
longest the separation between drones the best. However, realistic values must be utilized
to don’t overdo it in the safety distance. The, Equation (4.16) becomes Equation (4.18) in
the process to obtain a kw value for the overall system.

Ws 
Eideal = 1 + kw
Do
Us

(4.18)

Equation (4.18) then gets manipulated in order to solve for kw in the new Now Equation (4.19):
kw =

E

ideal

Do
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U
s
−1
Ws

(4.19)

To finalize the formal definition of the E value an alpha value that accounts for wind
resistance related nuances can be defined in Equation (4.20):

Ws 
α = 1 + kw
Us

(4.20)

Then, Equation (4.16) can be simplified into Equation (4.21):
Ew = αDo

(4.21)

Equation (4.21) being based mostly on wind constraints, have to evolved to add the
safety distance considerations from the manufacturer. For that purpose, Ds gets added
into in to obtain Equation (4.22):
E = αDo + Ds

(4.22)

Expanding alpha displays a final equation that can be modified depending on a dynamic
wind speed parameter that was used in the multiagent simulations of the proposed system
(Equation (4.23)):

Wairwayspeed 
Do + Ds
E = 1 + kw
Us

(4.23)

That concludes the formulation of the E value parameter. The other values to define
the R value are discussed in the following sections.

4.5

Formulation of the Maximum System Failure Rates
(per Flight Hours) to Meet Ground Target Level
of Safety Value (Third-Party Casualty Risk)

Critical UAS risk assessment data was extracted from the work done by Melnyk in [30] and
[4]: Table (4.6) and Table (4.7).
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Table 4.6: UAS categories by weight [4].

Table 4.7: Maximum System Failure Rates (per FH) to Meet Ground Target Level
of Safety [4].

That document in the topic of reliability engineering and system safety was previously
discussed in Section 2.3 as comprehensive study in UAS risk mitigation. Table (4.6) is a
guideline into an efficient categorization of UAVs groups by size and weight. From that
understanding and simulation work done by the authors, Table (4.7) was obtained. That
table displays the failure rate in the operation of UAS in the NAS that can evolve into
the treat of falling down and injuring people in the ground. As highlighted in both tables,
the FAA Part 107 and this dissertation proposed system focus is on UAS Group 2 (small
UAVs).
In order to demonstrate the importance of the Table (4.7) values it is necessary to look
into the utilization of a versatile risk assessment tool: the risk cube. A risk cube is a
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graphic representation of the likelihood for a risk to happen in connection to its consequence. Figure 4.6 shows a risk cube from Melnyks doctoral dissertation document [30] as
an identification of the gaps in current UAS risk mitigation. The green areas of a green
cube represent a low risk, the yellow a moderate risk and the red a high risk. Using the risk
cube as a reference, Table (4.7) was evolved into Figure 4.7 created by Melnyk by using
three different colors to denote degrees of risk.

Figure 4.6: The UAS Safety Knowledge Gap represented in a Risk Cube [30].
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Figure 4.7: Maximum System Failure Rates to Meet Ground TLS in Risk Color
Coding [30].

In Figure 4.7, the green represents rates that meet or are below possibilities of failure
based on the historical data studied by the author. The yellow represents UAS that require
improvement in one order of magnitude of their system failure rate. And the magenta areas
would require two or more improvements to meet TLS standards. In the area of interest
for the UAV-SSB and UAV-CA only two areas meet the required standards.
To utilize the values from Table (4.7) into Equation (3.3) it was considered that they
might be too small to give a proper weight to the R value. Also, the consideration that
defines risk based on UAS category and population density needed to be maintained. As
the weight of the drone increases and the population density increases, the Maximum
System Failure Rates to Meet Ground Target Level of Safety becomes smaller. So, an
inversely proportional normalized value was defined in order to increase the combined E
and n parameters in Equation (3.3). The idea is to increase the risk when risk is supposed
to logically increase. Equation (4.24) shows the solution for the normalize implementation
into defining the FT LS value. The value of 10− 7 was selected as the normalizing numerator
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based on the power of the smallest value of interest in order to increase the weight of the
value for the R parameter of the system. So, an FT LS value will have a factored weight
of

10−7
10−6

= 0.1. The results for the FT LS normalization of the UAS Group 2 is shown in

Table (4.8).
FT LS =

10−7
FP

(4.24)

Table 4.8: FT LS Normalization of UAS Group 2.

4.6

Defining the UAV Airway Volume Considerations
and its n Drones Maximum Capacity

In Ackermans article [64], the author discussed Amazons proposed drone delivery airway.
Amazon proposed the airspace area between 200 feet and 400 feet of the NAS to be dedicated to drone operations. It can be observed that their airway specifications properly
follow the Part 107 FAA rules [1]. The boundary conditions for the UAV-CA are defined
after reviewing FAA rules for small drone operations and using Amazons UAV airway
proposal (Figure. 4.7).
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Figure 4.8: Amazon proposed a segregated airspace below 500 feet for the operation
of drones. (Photo: Amazon.com) [64].

Another important element into setting boundary conditions is to further understand
where UAVs can fly in the NAS. Figure 4.9 shows the different airspace classifications.
Among then the most significant for the current UAS legislation is the type G airspace.
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Figure 4.9: Airspace Classification [65].
The previous image show the inverted cake shape that defines different types of airspace.
That image and the concept of cylindrical navigation areas is essential for the navigation
of airplanes through the NAS. It is a stablished parameter for airplane pilots. Within that
image there are virtual circular geofences that mark restricted flight boundaries. Certain
classes of airspace require special permissions to enter such as airports. The use of actual
programmed and GPS based geofencing for UAVs collision avoidance strategies has become
an industry standard. That enhancement has been done in order to block drones from
entering forbidden zones such as airports. In the works done by Gurriet et al [66], Scerri
et al [67] and Luxhoj [68] it can be further explored important technologies that define
geofencing for UAV systems.
Geofence geometries tend to be implemented as circular in 2-dimensions and a cylinder
in 3-dimensions. Also, a similar looking hockey-puck collision volume (Figure 4.10) is
constantly utilized in aeronautic and UAV SAA literature such as in the paper done by
Sahawneh [35].
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Figure 4.10: Collision Volume and Collision Avoidance Threshold Definitions [35].
Inspired by already proposed and established models the UAV-CA geometrical volume
is defined by groups of cylindrical airspace cells controlled by a cooperative sensing system.
Figure 4.11 show a UAV-CA cell, and a group of UAV-CA cells respectively.
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(a) Individual UAV-CA Boundary Conditions

(b) UAV-CA Cluster from Above View

Figure 4.11: UAV-CA cell a) Individual and b) Cluster.
Each UAV-CA cell can be considered a geofence or bounded airway that is coordinated
by the risk equation as its foundation. There are already establish technologies such as
Global Positioning System (GPS) and Automatic Dependent Surveillance Broadcast (ADSB) transponders that can set up the boundary conditions for a UAV-CA cell. In the works
done by Handley [69],and Sabatini et al [70] [71] the utilization of such technologies to
define SAA behaviors for UAVs have been defined. This already existing technologies will
enable the boundary conditions of a UAV-CA cell.
The VA value can then be defined in the volume of one UAV-CA cell. For the purpose
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of the study of this model 3 dimensions are being initially defined. In 1-dimension is a
line for unidirectional drones of length LA in meters; in 2-dimensions is a circle area with
a diameter of length LA in square meters (A = π( L2A )2 ); and in 3-dimensions is a cylinder
with a diameter of length LA and a height defined following FAA Part 107 rules in cubic
meters (V = π( L2A )2 (61meters)).
The method selected to define an initial consideration for an LA length for the VA was
done by identifying quantities of Do that can fit in a geometric diameter. For the purpose of
implementing the UAV-CA on real operational circumstances, an analysis was done on an
airway cell capable of containing certain amount drones. A minimal UAV-SSB is assumed
to be spherical (V =

4
π( D2o )3 )
3

with a diameter of Do to avoid other UAV-SSBs in all

directions.
However, to be capable to have an initial applicable model each UAV-SSB was assumed
to be circular (A = π( D2o )2 ) instead of spherical. A 3-dimensional to 2-dimensional initial
exploration was defined for the current UAV-CA and UAV-SSB models to be initially
identified. Limits can be then set for a VA value to limit only a specific number of UAVs to
access the UAV-CA at a time. The initial approach is to define the diameter of the airway
cell by packing multiple UAV-SSBs only one of its major x-axis or y-axis (Figure 4.11(a)).
Then, each UAV diameter or length LA is defined by Equation 4.25 accounting for the
existence of a center or origin UAV-SSB location.
LA = Do (N max + 1)

(4.25)

Figure 4.12(a) is intended as an example to identify an airway with a maximum secure
capacity of 10 UAVs (N max = 10). Also, it helps to visualize and specify dimensional
limits for a 2-dimensional UAV-CA airway cell. Figure 4.12(b) shows the circle packing
maximum capacity of an N max = 10 UAV-CA cell.
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(a) Dimensional limits for a 2-dimensional N max =
10 UAV-CA airway cell.

(b) 2-dimensional UAV-SSB circle packing capacity
for a N max = 10 UAV-CA airway.

Figure 4.12: UAV-CA 2-Dimensional Geometric Capacity Example
In reality, as seen in Figure 4.12(b), a total of 91 drones can be packed into the UAVCA cell. However, safety considerations and drone dynamics will not allow that number of
UAVs to navigate into that UAV-CA cell. Also, the E value will increment the size of the
UAV-SSB limiting the number of drones allowed in the airway at a maximum risk condition.
Further simulations and hardware implementations are required to calibrate the proposed
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system to reach a consensus. This initial approach is heuristic, practical and conservative.
However, it is a functional starting point to connect micro to macro levels of the proposed
system. That approach is what is going to limit the number of drones to be allowed to fly
inside a UAV-CA cell for this dissertation work. That facilitates the multiagent simulation
parameters and it is expected to simplified any future hardware implementation. It may
seem as conservative, but the extra area for navigation is expected to increase the safety
inside the UAV-CA cell.
The previous equation is a plausible initial consideration into enhancing the safety of
the system by extending the navigation area of the UAVs. However, it does not account
for and expanding UAV-SSB. As previously defined, Equation 4.22 will help to identified
the recommended least maximum range for a UAV-SSB sensor system. Instead of using
Do , Equation 4.25 becomes Equation 4.26 that includes Elimit defined by the systems Do ,
Ds , Ws and Us parameters. For example, the Elimit of the DJI defined UAV-SSB has a
value of approximately 29 meters. That means that by utilizing the LA in Equation 4.26
it will give a recommended diameter airway length of about 175 meters for an N max = 5
UAV-CA.
LA = Elimit (N max + 1)

(4.26)

In the next chapter, further analysis and a simulation will be done to define and validate
the capabilities of the E and R values. The applications of these model need to satisfy the
objectives from the research question defined in Chapter 1.
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Chapter 5
Analysis, Simulation and
recommended application of the E
and R Values
This chapter was done in order to validate and identify engineering hands-on applications
and recommendations for Equation (4.23) and Equation (3.3). A set of graphics and numerical analysis was done in Matlab and Excel to identify the behavior of the equations.
There was also a NetLogo multiagent continuous simulation done in order to verify the
dynamic and safe validation of the proposed model.

5.1

Analysis of kw Based on Time of SAA Reaction

An initial investigation was done into identifying realistic operational values for the kw
gain. Equation (4.17) for the Eideal was integrated into Equation (4.19) in order to observe
how the increase of a recommended tr can impact kw into Equation (5.1).
U t
U
s r
s
kw =
−1
Do
Ws

(5.1)

An assumption was done that a large kw will go beyond the limits or expectative of a
small range finder or radar sensor that can fit in a small drone. Sensor size and weight are
important considerations to introduce payload into a UAV. The main objective through
all this dissertation work was to create models that can implement realistic UAV safety
distance expectations. The analysis started by creating a tr array that went from 0.1 to 12
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seconds, in increments of 0.1 seconds. Twelve seconds is the recommended time it takes for
a frontal airplane-to-airplane steer clear as discussed in the work done by Doshi et al [62].
Figure 5.1 shows the changing tr values compare to kw using the DJI systems parameters
from Table (4.3).

Figure 5.1: UAV SAA Reaction Time Comparison with Respect of kw in 12 Seconds
From Figure 5.1 values of kw were extracted and the analysis of its impact is shown in
Table (5.1)
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Table 5.1: Impact on kw and E due the increase of tr

Every second added into tr , increases kw in about 109% from each previous value; and
it also increases E in about 20% from each previous value. Then, it can be concluded that
the magnitude of tr in the design affects the selection of sensing systems for the UAV-SSB.
Figure 5.2 shows a survey of prospective robotic range detection sensors devices. That
survey was done with the purpose of future payload implementations for the UAV-SSB
subsystem.
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Figure 5.2: Survey of Range and Position Detection Devices for the UAV-SSB [72]
[73] [74].

From the previous image, it can be observed that the maximum capacity for a prospective RF sensor is 90 meters outdoors and for an optical sensor is 215 meters. The maximum
E value recommendation is expected to be the main driver for the maximum diameter or
length selection for the UAV-SSB. A tr = 2 seconds limits sensor options to 4 out of the 6
sensors. A tr = 3 seconds limits sensor options to 3 out of the 6 sensors. And the possibilities to acquire cost effective and small sensors keep decreasing as the tr increases. A tr ≥ 10
seconds will completely erase any possibility of utilizing any of the sensors in Figure 5.2.
Realistic sensor capabilities, model operational expectations and understanding of current
technology limitations have to be constantly considered in the design. For the DJI systems
the recommended tr = 0.96 seconds will need a recommended maximum E = 29.2 meters
for its UAV-SSB operation. In that case, all the sensors in Figure 5.2 can be used for the
design.
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5.2

Analysis of the Dynamic Operation of E Equation
Due to Changing Wind Conditions

The next important step consisted into identifying the impact that the airway changing
wind speed conditions will have in the E value. Historical wind speed values of El Paso,
Texas, were extracted from an online weather information dashboard WeatherDB [75] and
the National Weather Service website [76]. The values that were extracted are: the annual
average speed (˜3.62 m/s), the record speed of the current year (˜14.88 m/s) and the overall
record wind speed (˜37.69 m/s). A wind array of values between 0 and the overall record
wind speed was created. Thos e values were later inputted into the Wairwayspeed value in
Equation (4.23). All other values were inputted from Table (4.3). Figure 5.3) shows the
plot analysis of the changing wind data.

Figure 5.3: Analysis of the Changing Wind Speed Conditions Impact on the E Value
From the previous figure, it can be observed that the proposed E recommendation
for the DJI system is capable to handle the average annual wind speed value. However,
the current maximum and record wind speeds create a concern that the DJI based UAVSSB might not be capable to handle some wind conditions in El Paso, TX. It has been
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demonstrated, that using the E value helps to better understand, design and enhance the
safety considerations to be taken in order to enable the integration of UAS into the NAS.

5.3

Analysis of Different Airway Geometries and Their
impact on limits of UAVs containment Maximum
Capacity

Figure 4.11 shows the initial recommended 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional geometries for
a UAV-CA cell. However, other geometries can be considered based in other configurations.
For example, for a NetLogo multiagent simulation is easier to implement an UAV-CA cell
as a square coverage area due to the constraints of the software. Other example involves
the analysis of the circular coverage area implementation leaving blank areas between cells.
In telecommunications, that area out of service in between cells in a wireless telephony
infrastructure is called a handoff area. When mobile devices are out of range of one cell, an
overseer or manager assign the coordination task to another closer-by cell. Such manager
or coordinator is out of the scope from the current work. However, is important to define
its importance when the coordination or service cover area is not optimal. Figure 5.4 shows
the consideration of the initial geometric suggestion for a group of UAV-CA cells.
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Figure 5.4: Enhancement Consideration for UAV-CA Clusters
Other observation is that instead of circles to define coverage area, a hexagonal geometry
can be defined instead. Wireless communications cell clusters already use the hexagon as
their recommended design geometry (Figure 5.5).
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Figure 5.5: Wireless Telephony Cell Cluster Example [77].
In consequence of that telecommunications design, the implementation in Figure 5.6
can replace the initial UAV-CA clusters consideration.

Figure 5.6: Hexagonal UAV-CA Cell Cluster Consideration.
The previous example, is an initial demonstration of the impact that the VA parameter
of Equation (3.3) add into final design considerations for a UAV-CA cell. The other impact
to be consider, involves the capacity that each cell will have to contain an nu number of
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UAVs inside it. A UAV-CA cell will need to be in charge of identifying wind conditions
and coordinating how many nu drones can safely be allowed inside it. In order to accomplish that operation, coordination and control rules have to be implemented. Robotic
coordination rules and control algorithms are out of the scope of the current dissertation
work. However, very important initial safety considerations can be given by using E and
R equation parameters.
For design purposes, a UAV-SSB was identified in 3-dimensions as a sphere and a circle
in 2-dimensions in Section 4.6. Expanding from the considerations from that section, a
circle (refer to Weisstein [78]) and sphere (refer to Aste [79] and Sloane [80]) packing
perspectives can define the true geometrical capacity limits of a UAV-CA cell. What these
geometrical theories explain is how many circles and spheres can be fitted realistically inside
√
a container. The circle packing theory defines that a density of 16 π 3 ≈ 0.91 is possible to
fit in a 2-dimensional container. That is around 91% of a 2-dimensional UAV-CA cell. The
sphere packing theory defines a

π
√
3 2

≈ 0.74 density for a 3-dimensional container. That

would be about 74% of a 3-dimensional UAV-CA cell. Also, for the further exploration of
UAV-SSB units and UAV-CA containers Figure 5.7 identifies all the different geometries
explored in this dissertation work.
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Figure 5.7: Different Geometries Considerations [81].
With that information, it can be known how many head-to-head UAVs can be put inside
a UAV-CA cell. However, as previously explained in Section 4.6 the N max capacity and
UAV-CA cell diameter length will depend realistically on Equation (4.26). That is done
in order to meet the safety expectations of the model to allow Elimit size UAV-SSBs to
navigate inside a UAV-CA cell. For initial modeling definition purposes, the application
of LA will be analyzed utilizing Equation (4.25) instead. Expanding on that, Table (5.2)
is defined to identify every DJI based UAV-SSB geometry (1D, 2D, and 3D) of E values
that must be considered depending on each VA perspective. And Table (5.3) is given as
an example of geometrical VA considerations for an Do only NMAX=10 capacity UAV-CA
cell.
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Table 5.2: 1D, 2D and 3D DJI UAV-SSB Geometrical Considerations

Table 5.3: 1D, 2D and 3D Example Geometrical Considerations for an N max = 10
UAV-CA Cell

From that approach, the number of total UAVs that can fit in a Do only UAV-CA can
be done by the operation

VA
U AVSSB1D orU AVSSB2D orU AVSSB3D

within its corresponding dimension.

Table (5.4) exemplifies how many UAV-SSB units can fit into every conservative N M AX =
10 limit approach UAV-CA cell. A reminder for the reader is to recall Figure 4.11(a) to
identify that the height for each 3-dimensional VA are the standardized 61 meters from the
study of the FAA Part 107 [1], Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.11(a).
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Table 5.4: 1D, 2D and 3D Example Drone Capacity for an N max = 10 UAV-CA Cell

The initial approach might seem conservative. However, it is accounted that the dynamic increment of E will generate an impact into the true capacity of an airway cell. That
impact is defined by Equation (4.26), and it is further explored in Section 5.6. The most
possible real application of the geometry model is to be given an arbitrary area by the FAA
with non-defined geometry. An FAA airway might be designed in function of the need and
what is allowed to be defined as a UAV airway. In that case, the airway designer will need
to adapt the best fitted UAV-CA cell geometry. A final cluster might end up being a combination of different practically matched UAV-CA geometries. With the tools provided, it
shall be possible to properly identify VA parameters that fit an FAA approved airway. Also,
the LA length can be considered by the airway designer as a parameter to geometrically
locate UAV-CA antennas and transponders. Those observations are currently beyond the
scope of this dissertation work. However, is still important to point out the meaningful
applications of every parameter defined by the E and R equations.
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5.4

Analysis of the Impact of FT LS in the Risk Equation due to Different UAV Geometry Implementations

This section explores the impact of the normalized FT LS value into Equation (3.3). The
FT LS values from Table (4.8) were added into the R equation. Each VA geometry risk was
identified for a DJI agents based and a controlled N max = 10 capacity UAV-CA cell. The
UAV-CA cell was assumed to have only one nu drone inside and a detected Ws = 1 m/s.
Those values were used as a controlled point of reference with the expectation to verify that
as FT LS increases then R will definitely increase. Figure 5.8, Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10
show each FT LS relationship with its respective risk for a specific airway geometry.

Figure 5.8: Analysis of the FT LS impact on R in a 1D Line Geometry (Ws = 1m/s,
N max = 10, and nu = 1).
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(a) Square

(b) Hexagon
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(c) Circle

Figure 5.9: Analysis of the FT LS impact on R in 2D Geometries (Ws = 1m/s,
N max = 10, and nu = 1).

(a) Box

(b) Hexagonal Prism
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(c) Cylinder

Figure 5.10: Analysis of the FT LS impact on R in 3D Geometries (Ws = 1m/s,
N max = 10, and nu = 1).

From those results, Table (5.5) was identified to observe the increment of each R value.
Each value shows how limited dimensional mobility for the UAV increases the risk of collision R. It is logical that a 1-dimensional line airway will have the greatest risk since a UAV
can only move forward or backward to avoid a collision. In contrast, the other multidimensional airway geometries allow more degrees of freedom and avoidance displacement. Then,
the risk will decrease as the area or volume for navigation increases. Other observation
involves the size and geometric capacity of the airway geometries to contain drones. The
hexagonal based 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional geometries being larger in volume have
a smaller collision risk R rating.
Table 5.5: Observation of the Maximum and Minimum Risk Values for different
FT LS and VA Geometries

From these final observations, it can be concluded that the utilization of Equation (3.3)
demonstrates the dynamic impact of its FT LS component. A hardware transponder arrangement (cooperative sensing mechanisms) and location configuration of a UAV cell cluster can
be more efficiently designed using the R value parameters. The main design expectatives
to increase the safety of an airway configuration can also be achieved by using the R value
considerations. It has been demonstrated that the addition of the values from Table (4.7)
increase the capacity to define a safer UAS airway configuration.
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5.5

Analysis of the Impact of nu in the Risk Equation
due to Different UAV Geometries and Population
Densities

Identifying the impact of nu drones into Equation (3.3) is the next step into validating if
the model is dynamic and enhances UAV safety. The logical assumption is that an increase
of drones will increment the pressure within a UAV-CA cell. More drones will make it
more complicated to navigate inside a bounded volume and the risk for a collision shall
increase. From that, it can be assumed that if nu increases the R value will increase.
Another consideration is to focus on the population density areas at higher risk. From the
previous section, it can be observed that the urban, metro and city center FT LS values have
a higher risk impact in comparison to the least populated ones. Figure 5.11, Figure 5.12
and Figure 5.13 show the risk versus number of drones relationship for all the wind speed
considerations previously analyzed in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.11: Analysis of nu Increase Impact at Different Ws values on R for a 1dimensional N max = 10 Limit UAV-CA Cell (R vs. nu 1D URBAN).
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Figure 5.12: Analysis of nu Increase Impact at Different Ws values on R for a 1dimensional N max = 10 Limit UAV-CA Cell (R vs. nu 1D METRO).
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Figure 5.13: Analysis of nu Increase Impact at Different Ws values on R for a 1dimensional N max = 10 Limit UAV-CA Cell (R vs. nu 1D METRO).

In all the plots, it can be seen that the risk increases linearly through a controlled 1dimentional perspective. That dynamic can be observed through all the other considered
geometries. That linear relation demonstrates the efficiency of the Equation (3.3) into
understanding design constraints and nuances that relate to unsafe UAS situations in the
NAS. The utilization of the R value considerations helped to better plan and understand
the impact in the design decisions for a UAS airway. In Figure 5.14 another two nu and R
relationship plots are given. The purpose of the plots is to demonstrate the consistency in
the utilization of the R value to analyze safety nu limit considerations for a UAV-CA cell.
In both plots, it can be seen that even if the N max capacities are larger among each other,
their increase in risk is linearly consistent. And if both are compared with each other, the
linear R increase with respect of nu consistency continues.
The utilization of Equation (3.3) as a support to plan important safe considerations into
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(a) N max = 50 1D CITY CENTER UAV-CA Cell Limit

(b) N max = 100 1D CITY CENTER UAV-CA Cell Limit

Figure 5.14: n Consistency Proof based on N max Limit Setup into the R Equation
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designing the UAV-SSB and UAV-CA has been demonstrated analytically. The plots and
analysis of the utilization of each of its parameters show a linear relationship that helps to
easily define their behaviors. With that, every single parameter that defines the R value
have been identified. Also, it has been demonstrated its dynamic and safety navigation
enhancement capabilities for teams of UAV devices in a controlled airway.

5.6

The UAV-CA and UAV-SSB Multiagent Simulation

Further study was done by simulating Equation (3.3) and Equation (4.23) dynamic and safe
considerations into the NetLogo multiagent software. This multiagent approach consisted
into applying rules or parameters to each agent to observe their microlevel behavior impact
into their environment at a macrolevel perspective. As explained in Section 3.4, a previously
created gas particle behavior simulation [44] was modified to study the analogous behavior
of drones based on the safety parameters created through this dissertation work.
Calculations were done using Chapter 4 as a guide to properly add the UAV-SSB and
UAV-CA considerations into a multiagent simulation. A square 2-dimensional UAV-CA cell
was identified for the study of the model in the NetLogo multiagent simulation software.
The purpose was to keep the original model strengths of studying bouncing gas particles
behaviors into the updated UAV based simulation. It was ideal to keep the gas particle
behaviors intact to validate the UAV analogy approach. The multiagent parameters were
defined in a different manner from the DJI hardware model. That was done in order to
utilize the NetLogo scaling and units considerations. In the software, the world is the screen
were the turtles (agents) and patches (environment objects) interact. Their 2-dimensional
smallest unit is a pixel. A group of pixels defined a patch. What NetLogo displays as
the thickness of one visualized dot is a patch. The thickness of each turtle line is defined
by patches. Patches are not only environment objects but also length units within the
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simulation. Number of patches units (pu) are analogous to meters for the main model.
The running of a simulation time is defined in ticks. Ticks are analogous to seconds in
the main model. Each turtle and patch element are given rules for their interaction and
behaviors. To verify the E and R safety recommendations a turtle or agent is defined
into a UAV-SSB that has a Sense and Avoid (SAA) behavior. The UAV-CA is defined by
patches or a square border wall that contains the UAV-SSBs. Other UAV-CA coordination
parameters such as the wind and drones speeds are program into the world through the
observer. The observer takes control and specify all the rules and considerations to be
taken by the turtles and patches.
All the ticks and pixel considerations from the E model were identified and added
into a table to facilitate the understanding of the simulation implementation. Table (5.6)
identifies all the added and computed values for the NetLogo simulation in terms of pixels
and ticks.
Table 5.6: NetLogo Multiagent Simulation Parameters for the safety and dynamic
analysis of the E model

For the precise implementation of Equation (3.3) safety considerations into the model
the dynamic aspect of LA was utilized. In other words, Equation (4.26) was utilized to
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define the length that each side of the UAV-CA square geometry shall have. Also, the 2dimensional relationship between VA and each Elimit diameter length UAV-SSB agents was
identified. The result of dividing the square area of the airway between a circle UAV-SSB
area was done in order to understand how many turtles can be fitted inside the bounded
airway. The circle packing consideration was also implemented. All the results from those
calculations can be observed in Table (5.7).
Table 5.7: NetLogo Multiagent Simulation Parameters for the Safety and Dynamic
analysis of the R Model and UAV-CA Capacities

Another important calculation added to the table was the evaluation of how many
distance pair relations (dr ) have to be calculated from each agent. The amount of distance
pairs was estimated with Equation (5.2):
dr =

(N max + 1)2 − (N max + 1)
2

(5.2)

NetLogo has a built-in function that allows to ask each agent what is their distance with
respect to another agent. That advantaged in simulation assisted with the identification
of possible collisions happening between UAVs. From the previous tables as support, two
simulation models were implemented. One to understand the capacities of NetLogo and
the second one to analyze the E and R parameters implementation.
The first one was implemented to understand the behavior of two UAV-SSBs in a
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controlled environment. The simulated UAVs where situated next to each other with a
programmed initial heading opposite to each other. They initially start separating away
from each other to later bounce from the lateral sides of the UAV-CA cell. They bounce
back to each other and away from each other again. A line to aid the with the user
observation is drawn by each UAV-SSB as they move. Their change in distance from each
other was detected and measured in 1000 ticks. The purpose was to identify the capabilities
of NetLogo and its accuracy in its measurements. The distance plot and its extracted data
demonstrated a harmonic motion with a minimum error. The same process was repeated
by changing dimensions and speeds (pu/ticks) on the agents. All results continued being
harmonic and repetitive. Thus, proving the capacity of NetLogo to generate appropriate
data to review the E and R models capacity. Figure 5.15(a) show the simulation at its
initial setup and Figure 5.15(b) shows the results from the simulation. The original GasLab
Circular Particles model from Wilenskys NetLogo [44] particle collision characteristics were
left as-is. A bar that changes the size of the agent from 1 to 10 pu was added. Another
feature, was the addition of a bar that setups the initial speed of the agents from 0.1 to 10
pu/ticks. An instant separation distance monitor and an overall distance between agents
change plot were added. The data from the plot had the capabilities to be extracted into a
spreadsheet format for further analysis. Please, refer to the red dotted lines in Figure 5.15
to locate the additions to the original code.
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(a) E = 10 pu, Us = 0.8 pu/ticks Setup.

(b) E = 10 pu, Us = 0.8 pu/ticks Final State.

Figure 5.15: 2 UAV-SSB Repetitive Controlled Collision Multiagent Simulation.
Distance detection data was extracted for each simulation trial distance plot. Multiple
histograms plots were generated from the data and observed for continuity. Table (5.8)
shows the different parameter tests done in the software simulations to verify the capacity
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of NetLogo. Figure 5.16 shows an example histogram of the detected change distances
distributions obtained from the simulation model in Figure 5.15.
Table 5.8: Tests taken on the 2 UAV-SSB Repetitive Controlled Collision Multiagent Simulation to Verify its Precision and Accuracy in Distance
Detection analysis.

Figure 5.16: Change in Distance Distributions Example from Figure 5.16.
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For the second simulation model, parameters from Table (5.6) and Table (5.7) were
extracted in order to further modified the original gas particles multiagent simulation.
Table (5.9) shows the test plan elaborated to analyze the behaviors of the E and R models
in the experimental and simulated UAV-SSB and UAV-CA subsystems.
Table 5.9: Equation (3.3) and Equation (4.23) Evaluation Plan.

The main idea was to observe the agents collisions in a close system in which the UAVCA cell is not allowing any UAV-SSB to exit or enter. That was done in order to verify
if the increment of the E value could warranty that not actual collision happened in an
ideal UAV-SSB operation. What is defined as a collision is when the detected
distance is equal or less than 0.5 ∗ Do . Do is defined as a UAV with no safety
bubble (the wheelbase length of a drone). Then, the following logic statement
is given: if distance U AVnm ≤ 0.5 ∗ Do then a collision is detected. A half
distance of a Do detected is a clear UAV collision. Naxt, a high-risk of collision
area was hypothesized to be when the distance between two UAVs is between
the lengths Do and Ds . Ds has been previously defined as the minimum safety
distance recommendation given by the drone manufacturer. Then, it can be
said that between one UAV diagonal wheelbase apart and the recommended
manufacturer safety distance from each other is not a collision. However, it is
very close to become one due to sudden wind gusts among other nuances such
as non-compliant intruders in the airway. Finally, a distance detected between
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Ds and the recommended Elimit UAV-SSB range was defined as a medium-risk of
collision area. That specific area fully depends of the ideal and proper operation
of the UAV-SSB to keep drones at a safe distance from each other.
The second simulation model is shown in Figure 5.17, Figure 5.18, and Figure 5.19.
Each figure shows each A to C testing levels from Table (5.9). Each red dotted line in
Figure 5.17 show the enhancements done on the original model. The enhancements consist
on the addition of four slider bars to increase dynamic parameters: size of the airway, Ws ,
Us and addition of turbulence or agent perturbation function. A drop-down menu to select
three values of Ds (0, 5 and 10) was added. Two buttons to display the sphere packing
maximum capacity of Elimit size UAV-SSBs were another addition. Other two buttons to
arbitrarily increase or decrease the size of the agents during the simulation were added.
Three monitors that display the number of UAV-SSBs inside the airway, the current Ws
value, and the calculated E value were necessary parameter observation additions into the
model. And finally, a plot that displays all 15 combinations of changing distance pairs with
its respective monitors was put into the NetLogo model.
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Figure 5.17: Table (5.9) Tests A1, B1 and C1.
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Figure 5.18: Table (5.9) Tests A2, B2 and C2.
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Figure 5.19: Table (5.9) Tests A3, B3 and C3.
Figure 5.20 and Figure 5.21 show the circle packing considerations in the design. Each
parameter of the airway in the simulation was defined accordingly to the previously defined
and calculated data. For example, Figure 5.20 demonstrates that 6 Elimit length UAV-SSB
fit the required N max and LA = 84 pu considerations. Figure 5.21 demonstrates that
approximately 42 Elimit UAV-SSB can fit inside the UAV-CA cell.
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Figure 5.20: UAV-SSB Multiagent Simulation LA Parameter Demonstration.
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Figure 5.21: UAV-SSB Multiagent Simulation Max Elimit Capacity.
Figure 5.22 and Figure 5.23 show the D1 and D2 simulation tests from Table (5.9.
The objective of these added tests was to verify if the model complied to the gas behavior
observations when their particles are being compressed in smaller containers. What it was
assumed is that if the UAV-CA was modified from LA = 84 to LA = 42 more collisions had
to happen.
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Figure 5.22: Table (5.9) Test D1.
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Figure 5.23: Table (5.9) Test D2.
Another important aspect into the simulation model is the addition of the turbulence
parameter. Inside the code there is a section that specified the change in speed vector
for each agent. To that parameter, it was added a randomly changing angle vector with
a controlled intensity of 0 to 8 pu/ticks turbulence intensity. Each turbulence addition
is in increments of 0.1 pu/ticks. The objective was to add perturbations or chaos into
the system. It was important to understand how the system would respond outside ideal
conditions. Other aspect that was important for the simulations is that the maximum
speed of 10 pu/ticks and an amount of 6 drones beyond the recommended was utilized.
The idea was to put the airway beyond the recommended safety operation parameters to
evaluate if the model is indeed capable of ideally stopping collisions from happening. Or
to check if at least collisions or dangerous near-collision situations can be decreased using
the E and R parameters safety recommendations.
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From all the simulations, multiple results can be observed in different histogram graphs.
From all 15 possible distance detection combinations, 15000 distance values were extracted
from every test defined by Table (5.9. All the histograms x-axis distances between drones
have a bin width of 1 pu, an overflow bin of 50 pu and underflow bin of 0 pu. The y-axis
was modified depending in the maximum value detected and it oscillates between 20 and
50 counts. Each histogram bar was identified for distance values below 2 pu (Do )
to be collisions in a light red color. Distances between 2 pu and 5 pu were
identified with dark red color for high-risk areas. Distances between 5 pu and
less than 15 pu (within the Elimit range) were colored yellow for medium-risk
areas. And the other bars were colored green signifying minimum-risk or no-risk areas. The
dynamic change in the distances distribution among simulated drone agents were compared
with each other and the following analysis and conclusions had been reached.

Figure 5.24: Change in Distance Distribution Histogram for Test A1.
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Figure 5.25: Change in Distance Distribution Histogram for Test A2.

Figure 5.26: Change in Distance Distribution Histogram for Test A3.
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Figure 5.27: Change in Distance Distribution Histogram for Test B1.

Figure 5.28: Change in Distance Distribution Histogram for Test B2.
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Figure 5.29: Change in Distance Distribution Histogram for Test B3.

Figure 5.30: Change in Distance Distribution Histogram for Test C1.
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Figure 5.31: Change in Distance Distribution Histogram for Test C2.
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Figure 5.32: Change in Distance Distribution Histogram for Test C3.
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Figure 5.33: Change in Distance Distribution Histogram for Test D1.
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Figure 5.34: Change in Distance Distribution Histogram for Test D2.
• Test A1 (Figure 5.24): The histogram shows a reduced amount of activity in the
high-risk areas. The medium-risk area show an increased activity with the low-risk
overtaking the activity. An observation can be done that as the area of the UAV-CA
is large enough for navigation, it greatly decreases potential collisions. Designing the
airway dimensions under the Equation (4.26) and geometric recommendations by the
Equation (3.3) parameters can enhance the safety of the UAV navigation area.
• Test A2 (Figure 5.25): The addition of the Ds length consideration into an optimal
operating UAV-SSB completely nullifies the high-risk area as expected. The activity
in the first bar at the medium-risk area is expected to have a high SAA activity due
to the increase dimension of the UAV-SSB.
• Test A3 (Figure 5.26): This graph demonstrates that the implementation of the UAVSSB can completely nullify the high-risk area and leave only a constant medium-risk
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bar. The only yellow bar in the chart shows the highest activity as expected. It
demonstrates that the UAV-SSB was constantly operating and repelling each other.
As the range of the UAV-SSB increases it is expected to fully eliminate the risk of
collision, but its activity at the outer limit of the safety bubble will be more constant.
• Test B1 (Figure 5.27): The added small turbulence decreased the capacity of the
agent to follow a straight line and collision encounters were less common. The overall
distance distribution counts were much less common at the medium-risk and high-risk
areas than the previous histograms.
• Test B2 (Figure 5.28): It seems that the addition of the UAV-SSB dramatically
decreases the activity within the medium-risk area. However, a high-risk area bar
was detected in contrast with the ideal UAV-SSB operation consideration. Also, the
activity within the overall section of the histogram is smaller than the ideal ones. An
important observation is that not actual collision happened.
• Test B3 (Figure 5.29): This histogram shows an even smaller activity within the
medium-risk section. There is a very small red bar that stands for an actual collision
that happened. However, in ideal conditions the UAV-SSB shall not allow any drone
to get that close to a risk situation. It is assumed and expected that the operation
of drones involves more vibration and turbulence like activity. This histogram shows
the importance of enhancing a safety distance an enabling a SAA behavior for the
drones even if the conditions are out control. Contingency programs or added SAA
payload mechanisms beyond the UAV-SSB will assist into decreasing the chances of
collision.
• Test C1 (Figure 5.30): This histogram is the another evidence of actual collisions
happening inside the UAV-CA cell. The activity in the area increase in comparison
with the small turbulence one.
• Test C2 (Figure 5.31): In this situation, it was detected a decrease in the medium-risk
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section compare to the previous test. However, a collisions were detected. However,
the magnitude of the collision distance is still larger than the one with not UAV-SSB.
• Test C3 (Figure 5.32): The implementation of the UAV-SSB at its recommended
limit show activity in the high-risk area. However, there is no evidence of a collision.
As previously discussed, it is better even under extreme circumstances to have an
active UAV-SSB system in operation rather than not having one. Through the UAVSSB, the UAV has to be expected to push its operational limits in order to avoid a
collision. As previously suggested, the addition of manufacturer built-in SAA payload
in combination with the UAV-SSB have the capability of dramatically decrease the
risk of collision.
• Test D1 (Figure 5.33): This histogram demonstrates that the reduction of the airway
size will indeed increase the amount of interactions between the agents at high risk
areas. This also demonstrates that a larger and safer navigation area can be enforced
while maintain the efficiency of the system as propose by the UAV-CA and UAV-SSB
subsystems.
• Test D2 (Figure 5.34): This diagram further validates the previous test. The activity
in the border of the E parameter increases due to the limited room for navigation.
However, the operation away from the high-risk area is maintained through the simulation.
Ideally, the UAV-SSB and the UAV-CA had to be design to maintain an optimal SAA
behavior. Within the recommended limits, it is possible to maintain the system operating
optimally. Through the multiagent simulations it was identified the possibilities for the
application of the recommendations from Equation (3.3) and Equation (4.23). Those parameters can greatly enhance what can be done to define a dynamic and safety distance
behavior between drones.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
The prospects of implementing Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) technologies in the
National Airspace System (UAS) looks promising and one of their main objectives is to
optimize peoples lifestyle. UAS integration to everyday life operations is chaotic in nature
and possess multiple variables that complicate their safety and controllability. A safety
distance enhancement recommendation due to UAV error in operation was introduced.
That safety distance model was also defined as a building block for a UAS risk mitigation
consideration. A risk equation that identifies similarities among Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAV) operations in the airspace and the dynamic behavior of gas particles was formulated.
The obtained risk value considers the impact of the number of drones; the failure rates of
operation per flight hours that can negatively impact innocent bystanders in the ground;
and the safety distance from UAV-to-UAV inside a volumetric controlled airway cell. All
of this was designed in order to enhance the safety of top-level SoS UAS integration into
the NAS models. These safety recommendations where validated through a combination
analytical observations and a micro-level to macro-level multiagent simulation. The E
and R values are proven to be safe and dynamic considerations to develop software and
hardware implementations for UAS coordination and navigation systems.
The work done on this document is the starting point for future applied research on
finding a prospective UAS integration into the NAS that satisfies the public and lawmakers. The UAV-CA and UAV-SSB models are intended to evolved and be applied into more
advance software simulation packages such as: MASON, STK, SIMULINK/SIMMECHANICS, and GAZEBO/ROS. However, a list of future tasks is provided in order to finalize
their hands-on application:
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• Implementing and defining a catalog of control theory behaviors into hardware UAV
agents.
• Implement a simulated behavior for the UAV-CA beyond the geofence (i.e. UAV
agents leaving and entering airway cell coordination).
• Implement multiple airway cells with different characteristics into the multiagent
simulation.
• Identify and simulate existing UAS anti-collision models based on SAA literature that
can enhance the UAV-SSB system.
• The migration form a 2-dimesional perspective to 3-dimensional multiagent simulation.
• A formal definition and hardware experimental model for the UAV-SSB non-cooperative
and UAV-CA cooperative sensing systems.
• And finally, the implementation of a hybrid ground and aerial mobile robots testbed
to calibrate and validate the UAV-SSB and UAV-CA systems.
Given those recommended tasks, it is expected to have this initial dissertation work
evolve into a sophisticated valid global UAS application that can be accepted by the public.
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Appendix A
Acronyms
UAV

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle

UAS

Unmanned Aircraft Systems

BVLOS

Beyond Visual Line-of-Sight

NAS

National Airspace System

FAA

Federal Aviation Administration

NASA

National Aeronautics and Space Agency

UTM

Unmanned Traffic Management

UAV-CA

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Coordination Airway

UAV-SSB

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Sense and Avoid Safety Bubble

pu

patches units
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Appendix B
NetLogo Multiagent Simulation Code
The following sections contains the NetLogo code for the Multiagent simulations analyzed
for this dissertation work.

B.1

Original Code: GasLab Circular Particles

This model is one in a series of GasLab models. They use the same basic rules for simulating
the behavior of gases. Each model integrates different features in order to highlight different
aspects of gas behavior. This model is different from the other GasLab models in that the
collision calculations take the circular shape and size of the particles into account, instead
of modeling the particles as dimensionless points.
globals [
tick-delta

;; how much simulation time will pass in this step

box-edge

;; distance of box edge from origin

collisions

;; list used to keep track of future collisions

particle1

;; first particle currently colliding

particle2

;; second particle currently colliding

init-avg-speed init-avg-energy

;; initial averages

avg-speed avg-energy

;; current averages

fast medium slow

;; current counts

percent-slow percent-medium percent-fast ;; percentage of current counts
]

breed [particles particle]
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particles-own [
speed
mass
energy
]

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; setup procedures ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

to setup
clear-all
set-default-shape particles "circle"
set box-edge max-pxcor - 1
ask patches with [(abs pxcor = box-edge or abs pycor = box-edge) and
abs pxcor <= box-edge and abs pycor <= box-edge]
[ set pcolor yellow ]
set avg-speed 1
make-particles
set particle1 nobody
set particle2 nobody
reset-ticks
set collisions []
ask particles [ check-for-wall-collision ]
ask particles [ check-for-particle-collision ]
update-variables
set init-avg-speed avg-speed
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set init-avg-energy avg-energy
end

to make-particles
create-particles initial-number-particles [
set speed 1

set size smallest-particle-size
+ random-float (largest-particle-size - smallest-particle-size)
;; set the mass proportional to the area of the particle
set mass (size * size)
set energy kinetic-energy

recolor
]
;; When space is tight, placing the big particles first improves
;; our chances of eventually finding places for all of them.
foreach sort-by [ [a b] -> [ size ] of a > [ size ] of b ] particles [
[the-particle] ->
ask the-particle [
position-randomly
while [ overlapping? ] [ position-randomly ]
]
]
end

to-report overlapping? ;; particle procedure
;; here, we use IN-RADIUS just for improved speed; the real testing
;; is done by DISTANCE
report any? other particles in-radius ((size + largest-particle-size) / 2)
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with [distance myself < (size + [size] of myself) /
2]
end

to position-randomly ;; particle procedure
;; place particle at random location inside the box
setxy one-of [1 -1] * random-float (box-edge - 0.5 - size / 2)
one-of [1 -1] * random-float (box-edge - 0.5 - size / 2)
end

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; go procedures ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

to go
choose-next-collision
ask particles [ jump speed * tick-delta ]
perform-next-collision
tick-advance tick-delta
recalculate-particles-that-just-collided
if floor ticks > floor (ticks - tick-delta)
[
update-variables
update-plots
]
end

to update-variables
set medium count particles with [color = green]
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set slow count particles with [color = blue]
set fast count particles with [color = red]
set percent-medium (medium / ( count particles )) * 100
set percent-slow (slow / (count particles)) * 100
set percent-fast (fast / (count particles)) * 100
set avg-speed mean [speed] of particles
set avg-energy mean [energy] of particles
end

to recalculate-particles-that-just-collided
;; Since only collisions involving the particles that collided most recently
could be affected,
;; we filter those out of collisions. Then we recalculate all possible
collisions for
;; the particles that collided last. The ifelse statement is necessary because
;; particle2 can be either a particle or a string representing a wall. If it
is a
;; wall, we don’t want to invalidate all collisions involving that wall
(because the wall’s
;; position wasn’t affected, those collisions are still valid.
ifelse is-turtle? particle2
[
set collisions filter [ [the-collision] ->
item 1 the-collision != particle1 and
item 2 the-collision != particle1 and
item 1 the-collision != particle2 and
item 2 the-collision != particle2
] collisions
ask particle2 [ check-for-wall-collision ]
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ask particle2 [ check-for-particle-collision ]
]
[
set collisions filter [ [the-collision] ->
item 1 the-collision != particle1 and
item 2 the-collision != particle1
] collisions
]
if particle1 != nobody [ ask particle1 [ check-for-wall-collision ] ]
if particle1 != nobody [ ask particle1 [ check-for-particle-collision ] ]
;; Slight errors in floating point math can cause a collision that just
;; happened to be calculated as happening again a very tiny amount of
;; time into the future, so we remove any collisions that involves
;; the same two particles (or particle and wall) as last time.
set collisions filter [ [the-collision] ->
item 1 the-collision != particle1 or
item 2 the-collision != particle2
] collisions
;; All done.
set particle1 nobody
set particle2 nobody
end

;; check-for-particle-collision is a particle procedure that determines the
time it takes
;; to the collision between two particles (if one exists). It solves for the
time by representing
;; the equations of motion for distance, velocity, and time in a quadratic
equation of the vector
;; components of the relative velocities and changes in position between the
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two particles and
;; solves for the time until the next collision
to check-for-particle-collision
let my-x xcor
let my-y ycor
let my-particle-size size
let my-x-speed speed * dx
let my-y-speed speed * dy
ask other particles
[
let dpx (xcor - my-x) ;; relative distance between particles in the x
direction
let dpy (ycor - my-y) ;; relative distance between particles in the y
direction
let x-speed (speed * dx) ;; speed of other particle in the x direction
let y-speed (speed * dy) ;; speed of other particle in the x direction
let dvx (x-speed - my-x-speed) ;; relative speed difference between
particles in x direction
let dvy (y-speed - my-y-speed) ;; relative speed difference between
particles in y direction
let sum-r (((my-particle-size) / 2 ) + (([size] of self) / 2 )) ;; sum of
both particle radii

;; To figure out what the difference in position (P1) between two particles
at a future
;; time (t) will be, one would need to know the current difference in
position (P0) between the
;; two particles and the current difference in the velocity (V0) between
the two particles.
;;
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;; The equation that represents the relationship is:
;;

P1 = P0 + t * V0

;; we want find when in time (t), P1 would be equal to the sum of both the
particle’s radii
;; (sum-r). When P1 is equal to is equal to sum-r, the particles will just
be touching each
;; other at their edges (a single point of contact).
;;
;; Therefore we are looking for when: sum-r = P0 + t * V0
;;
;; This equation is not a simple linear equation, since P0 and V0 should
both have x and y
;; components in their two dimensional vector representation (calculated as
dpx, dpy, and
;; dvx, dvy).
;;
;; By squaring both sides of the equation, we get:
;;

(sum-r) * (sum-r) = (P0 + t * V0) * (P0 + t * V0)

;; When expanded gives:
;;

(sum-r ^ 2) = (P0 ^ 2) + (t * PO * V0) + (t * PO * V0) + (t ^ 2 * VO ^
2)

;; Which can be simplified to:
;;

0 = (P0 ^ 2) - (sum-r ^ 2) + (2 * PO * V0) * t + (VO ^ 2) * t ^ 2

;; Below, we will let p-squared represent: (P0 ^ 2) - (sum-r ^ 2)
;; and pv represent: (2 * PO * V0)
;; and v-squared represent: (VO ^ 2)
;;
;; then the equation will simplify to: 0 = p-squared + pv * t + v-squared *
t^2
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let p-squared ((dpx * dpx) + (dpy * dpy)) - (sum-r ^ 2) ;; p-squared
represents difference
;; of the square of the radii and the square of the initial positions

let pv (2 * ((dpx * dvx) + (dpy * dvy))) ;; vector product of the position
times the velocity
let v-squared ((dvx * dvx) + (dvy * dvy)) ;; the square of the difference
in speeds
;; represented as the sum of the squares of the x-component
;; and y-component of relative speeds between the two particles

;; p-squared, pv, and v-squared are coefficients in the quadratic equation
shown above that
;; represents how distance between the particles and relative velocity are
related to the time,
;; t, at which they will next collide (or when their edges will just be
touching)

;; Any quadratic equation that is a function of time (t) can be represented
as:
;;

a*t*t + b*t + c = 0,

;; where a, b, and c are the coefficients of the three different terms, and
has solutions for t
;; that can be found by using the quadratic formula. The quadratic formula
states that if a is
;; not 0, then there are two solutions for t, either real or complex.
;; t is equal to (b +/- sqrt (b^2 - 4*a*c)) / 2*a
;; the portion of this equation that is under a square root is referred to
here
;; as the determinant, d1. d1 is equal to (b^2 - 4*a*c)
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;; and:

a = v-squared, b = pv, and c = p-squared.

let d1 pv ^ 2 - (4 * v-squared * p-squared)

;; the next test tells us that a collision will happen in the future if
;; the determinant, d1 is > 0, since a positive determinant tells us that
there is a
;; real solution for the quadratic equation. Quadratic equations can have
solutions
;; that are not real (they are square roots of negative numbers). These are
referred
;; to as imaginary numbers and for many real world systems that the
equations represent
;; are not real world states the system can actually end up in.

;; Once we determine that a real solution exists, we want to take only one
of the two
;; possible solutions to the quadratic equation, namely the smaller of the
two the solutions:
;; (b - sqrt (b^2 - 4*a*c)) / 2*a
;; which is a solution that represents when the particles first touching on
their edges.
;; instead of (b + sqrt (b^2 - 4*a*c)) / 2*a
;; which is a solution that represents a time after the particles have
penetrated
;; and are coming back out of each other and when they are just touching on
their edges.

let time-to-collision -1

if d1 > 0
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[ set time-to-collision (- pv - sqrt d1) / (2 * v-squared) ] ;; solution
for time step

;; if time-to-collision is still -1 there is no collision in the future no valid solution
;; note: negative values for time-to-collision represent where particles
would collide
;; if allowed to move backward in time.
;; if time-to-collision is greater than 1, then we continue to advance the
motion
;; of the particles along their current trajectories. They do not collide
yet.

if time-to-collision > 0
[
;; time-to-collision is relative (ie, a collision will occur one second
from now)
;; We need to store the absolute time (ie, a collision will occur at time
48.5 seconds.
;; So, we add clock to time-to-collision when we store it.
;; The entry we add is a three element list of the time to collision and
the colliding pair.
set collisions fput (list (time-to-collision + ticks) self myself)
collisions
]
]
end

;; determines when a particle will hit any of the four walls
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to check-for-wall-collision ;; particle procedure
;; right & left walls
let x-speed (speed * dx)
if x-speed != 0
[ ;; solve for how long it will take particle to reach right wall
let right-interval (box-edge - 0.5 - xcor - size / 2) / x-speed
if right-interval > 0
[ assign-colliding-wall right-interval "right wall" ]
;; solve for time it will take particle to reach left wall
let left-interval ((- box-edge) + 0.5 - xcor + size / 2) / x-speed
if left-interval > 0
[ assign-colliding-wall left-interval "left wall" ] ]
;; top & bottom walls
let y-speed (speed * dy)
if y-speed != 0
[ ;; solve for time it will take particle to reach top wall
let top-interval (box-edge - 0.5 - ycor - size / 2) / y-speed
if top-interval > 0
[ assign-colliding-wall top-interval "top wall" ]
;; solve for time it will take particle to reach bottom wall
let bottom-interval ((- box-edge) + 0.5 - ycor + size / 2) / y-speed
if bottom-interval > 0
[ assign-colliding-wall bottom-interval "bottom wall" ] ]
end

to assign-colliding-wall [time-to-collision wall] ;; particle procedure
;; this procedure is used by the check-for-wall-collision procedure
;; to assemble the correct particle-wall pair
;; time-to-collision is relative (ie, a collision will occur one second from
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now)
;; We need to store the absolute time (ie, a collision will occur at time
48.5 seconds.
;; So, we add clock to time-to-collision when we store it.
let colliding-pair (list (time-to-collision + ticks) self wall)
set collisions fput colliding-pair collisions
end

to choose-next-collision
if collisions = [] [ stop ]
;; Sort the list of projected collisions between all the particles into an
ordered list.
;; Take the smallest time-step from the list (which represents the next
collision that will
;; happen in time). Use this time step as the tick-delta for all the
particles to move through
let winner first collisions
foreach collisions [ [the-collision] ->
if first the-collision < first winner [ set winner the-collision ]
]
;; winner is now the collision that will occur next
let dt item 0 winner
;; If the next collision is more than 1 in the future,
;; only advance the simulation one tick, for smoother animation.
set tick-delta dt - ticks
if tick-delta > 1
[ set tick-delta 1
set particle1 nobody
set particle2 nobody
stop ]
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set particle1 item 1 winner
set particle2 item 2 winner
end

to perform-next-collision
;; deal with 3 possible cases:
;; 1) no collision at all
if particle1 = nobody [ stop ]
;; 2) particle meets wall
if is-string? particle2
[ if particle2 = "left wall" or particle2 = "right wall"
[ ask particle1 [ set heading (- heading) ]
stop ]
if particle2 = "top wall" or particle2 = "bottom wall"
[ ask particle1 [ set heading 180 - heading ]
stop ] ]
;; 3) particle meets particle
ask particle1 [ collide-with particle2 ]
end

to collide-with [other-particle] ;; particle procedure
;;; PHASE 1: initial setup
;; for convenience, grab some quantities from other-particle
let mass2 [mass] of other-particle
let speed2 [speed] of other-particle
let heading2 [heading] of other-particle
;; modified so that theta is heading toward other particle
let theta towards other-particle
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;;; PHASE 2: convert velocities to theta-based vector representation
;; now convert my velocity from speed/heading representation to components
;; along theta and perpendicular to theta
let v1t (speed * cos (theta - heading))
let v1l (speed * sin (theta - heading))
;; do the same for other-particle
let v2t (speed2 * cos (theta - heading2))
let v2l (speed2 * sin (theta - heading2))

;;; PHASE 3: manipulate vectors to implement collision
;; compute the velocity of the system’s center of mass along theta
let vcm (((mass * v1t) + (mass2 * v2t)) / (mass + mass2) )
;; now compute the new velocity for each particle along direction theta.
;; velocity perpendicular to theta is unaffected by a collision along theta,
;; so the next two lines actually implement the collision itself, in the
;; sense that the effects of the collision are exactly the following changes
;; in particle velocity.
set v1t (2 * vcm - v1t)
set v2t (2 * vcm - v2t)

;;; PHASE 4: convert back to normal speed/heading
;; now convert my velocity vector into my new speed and heading
set speed sqrt ((v1t * v1t) + (v1l * v1l))
;; if the magnitude of the velocity vector is 0, atan is undefined. but
;; speed will be 0, so heading is irrelevant anyway. therefore, in that
;; case we’ll just leave it unmodified.
set energy kinetic-energy

if v1l != 0 or v1t != 0
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[ set heading (theta - (atan v1l v1t)) ]
;; and do the same for other-particle
ask other-particle [
set speed sqrt ((v2t ^ 2) + (v2l ^ 2))
set energy kinetic-energy

if v2l != 0 or v2t != 0
[ set heading (theta - (atan v2l v2t)) ]
]

;; PHASE 5: recolor
;; since color is based on quantities that may have changed
recolor
ask other-particle [ recolor ]
end

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;; particle coloring procedures ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

to recolor ;; particle procedure
;;let avg-speed 1
;; avg-speed is assumed to be 0.5, since particles are assigned a random
speed between 0 and 1
;; particle coloring procedures for visualizing speed with a color palette,
;; red are fast particles, blue slow, and green in between.
ifelse speed < (0.5 * avg-speed) ;; at lower than 50% the average speed
[ set color blue ]

;; slow particles colored blue
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[ ifelse speed > (1.5 * avg-speed) ;; above 50% higher the average speed
[ set color red ]

;; fast particles colored red

[ set color green ] ] ;; medium speed particles colored green
end

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;; time reversal procedure ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;; Here’s a procedure that demonstrates time-reversing the model.
;; You can run it from the command center. When it finishes,
;; the final particle positions may be slightly different because
;; the amount of time that passes after the reversal might not
;; be exactly the same as the amount that passed before; this
;; doesn’t indicate a bug in the model.
;; For larger values of n, you will start to notice larger
;; discrepancies, eventually causing the behavior of the system
;; to diverge totally. Unless the model has some bug we don’t know
;; about, this is due to accumulating tiny inaccuracies in the
;; floating point calculations. Once these inaccuracies accumulate
;; to the point that a collision is missed or an extra collision
;; happens, after that the reversed model will diverge rapidly.
to test-time-reversal [n]
setup
ask particles [ stamp ]
while [ticks < n] [ go ]
let old-ticks ticks
reverse-time
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while [ticks < 2 * old-ticks] [ go ]
ask particles [ set color white ]
end

to reverse-time
ask particles [ rt 180 ]
set collisions []
ask particles [ check-for-wall-collision ]
ask particles [ check-for-particle-collision ]
;; the last collision that happened before the model was paused
;; (if the model was paused immediately after a collision)
;; won’t happen again after time is reversed because of the
;; "don’t do the same collision twice in a row" rule. We could
;; try to fool that rule by setting particle1 and
;; particle2 to nobody, but that might not always work,
;; because the vagaries of floating point math means that the
;; collision might be calculated to be slightly in the past
;; (the past that used to be the future!) and be skipped.
;; So to be sure, we force the collision to happen:
perform-next-collision
end

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; reporters ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

to-report init-particle-speed
report 1
end
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to-report max-particle-mass
report max [mass] of particles
end

to-report kinetic-energy
report (0.5 * mass * speed * speed)
end

to draw-vert-line [ xval ]
plotxy xval plot-y-min
plot-pen-down
plotxy xval plot-y-max
plot-pen-up
end

; Copyright 2005 Uri Wilensky.
; See Info tab for full copyright and license.

B.2

2 UAV-SSB Controlled Collision Evaluation and
Calibration Simulation

This simulation was intended to verify the capabilities to detect changing distance pairs
among UAV-SSB agents.
globals [
tick-delta

;; how much simulation time will pass in this step

box-edge

;; distance of box edge from origin
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collisions

;; list used to keep track of future collisions

uav1

;; first uav currently colliding

uav2

;; second uav currently colliding

init-avg-speed init-avg-energy

;; initial averages

avg-speed avg-energy

;; current averages

fast medium slow

;; current counts

percent-slow percent-medium percent-fast ;; percentage of current counts

distance0_1
originneg
originpos
]

breed [uavs uav]

uavs-own [
speed
mass
energy
]

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; setup procedures ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

to setup
clear-all
set-default-shape uavs "uav-sbs"
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set box-edge max-pxcor - 1
ask patches with [(abs pxcor = box-edge or abs pycor = box-edge) and
abs pxcor <= box-edge and abs pycor <= box-edge]
[ set pcolor yellow ]
set avg-speed 1 ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
make-uavs
set uav1 nobody
set uav2 nobody
reset-ticks
set collisions []
ask uavs [ check-for-wall-collision ]
ask uavs [ check-for-uav-collision ]
update-variables
set init-avg-speed avg-speed
set init-avg-energy avg-energy
check_distance
end
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
to make-uavs
create-uavs 2 [ ;; SETS NUMBER OF uavs
set speed UAVspeed ;; SETS uav SPEEDS

set size UAVsize ;; SETS uavs SIZE

;; set the mass proportional to the area of the uav
set mass (size * size)
set energy kinetic-energy

recolor
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]
;; When space is tight, placing the big uavs first improves
;; our chances of eventually finding places for all of them.
foreach sort-by [ [a b] -> [ size ] of a > [ size ] of b ] uavs [ [the-uav] ->
ask the-uav [
position-uav
while [ overlapping? ] [ position-uav ]
]
]
end
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
to-report overlapping? ;; uav procedure
;; here, we use IN-RADIUS just for improved speed; the real testing
;; is done by DISTANCE
report any? other uavs in-radius ((size) / 2)
with [distance myself < (size + [size] of myself) /
2]
end
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
to position-uav ;; uav procedure
;; place uav at specific location inside the box
;setxy one-of [1 -1] * random-float (box-edge - 0.5 - size / 2)
;

one-of [1 -1] * random-float (box-edge - 0.5 - size / 2)

set originneg (UAVsize / -2)
set originpos (UAVsize / 2)
ask uav 0 [ setxy originpos 0 ;;Weside
UAV;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
set color green
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;set size uav_sbs_diameter
set heading 90 ;West to East direction
]
ask uav 1 [ setxy originneg 0 ;;Eastside
UAV;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
set color blue
;set size uav_sbs_diameter
set heading -90 ;East to West direction
]
;ask uav 2 [ setxy 0 -10 ;;Southside UAV
; set color gray
; ;set size uav_sbs_diameter
; set heading 0 ;South to North direction
; ]
;ask uav 3 [ setxy 0 10 ;;Northside UAV
; set color orange
; ;set size uav_sbs_diameter
; set heading 180 ; North to South direction
; ]
end

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; go procedures ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

to go
if ticks >= 1002 [ stop ]
choose-next-collision
ask uavs [ jump speed * tick-delta ]
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perform-next-collision
tick-advance tick-delta
recalculate-uavs-that-just-collided
if floor ticks > floor (ticks - tick-delta)
[
update-variables
update-plots
]
ask uav 0 [pen-down]
ask uav 1 [pen-down]
check_distance
end
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
to update-variables
set medium count uavs with [color = green]
set slow count uavs with [color = blue]
set fast count uavs with [color = red]
set percent-medium (medium / ( count uavs )) * 100
set percent-slow (slow / (count uavs)) * 100
set percent-fast (fast / (count uavs)) * 100
set avg-speed mean [speed] of uavs
set avg-energy mean [energy] of uavs
end
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

to recalculate-uavs-that-just-collided
;; Since only collisions involving the uavs that collided most recently could
be affected,
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;; we filter those out of collisions. Then we recalculate all possible
collisions for
;; the uavs that collided last. The ifelse statement is necessary because
;; uav2 can be either a uav or a string representing a wall. If it is a
;; wall, we don’t want to invalidate all collisions involving that wall
(because the wall’s
;; position wasn’t affected, those collisions are still valid.
ifelse is-turtle? uav2
[
set collisions filter [ [the-collision] ->
item 1 the-collision != uav1 and
item 2 the-collision != uav1 and
item 1 the-collision != uav2 and
item 2 the-collision != uav2
] collisions
;;***
;;ask uav2 [set heading 90 ] ;; this creates an inelastic collision
;;ask uav2 [ lt 90 fd 5 rt -90] ;; this creates an inelastic collision
;;***
ask uav2 [ check-for-wall-collision ]
ask uav2 [ check-for-uav-collision ]
]
[
set collisions filter [ [the-collision] ->
item 1 the-collision != uav1 and
item 2 the-collision != uav1
] collisions
]
if uav1 != nobody [ ask uav1 [ check-for-wall-collision ] ]
if uav1 != nobody [ ask uav1 [ check-for-uav-collision ] ]
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;; Slight errors in floating point math can cause a collision that just
;; happened to be calculated as happening again a very tiny amount of
;; time into the future, so we remove any collisions that involves
;; the same two uavs (or uav and wall) as last time.
set collisions filter [ [the-collision] ->
item 1 the-collision != uav1 or
item 2 the-collision != uav2
] collisions
;; All done.
set uav1 nobody
set uav2 nobody

end

;; check-for-uav-collision is a uav procedure that determines the time it takes
;; to the collision between two uavs (if one exists). It solves for the time by
representing
;; the equations of motion for distance, velocity, and time in a quadratic
equation of the vector
;; components of the relative velocities and changes in position between the
two uavs and
;; solves for the time until the next collision
to check-for-uav-collision
let my-x xcor
let my-y ycor
let my-uav-size size
let my-x-speed speed * dx
let my-y-speed speed * dy
ask other uavs
[
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let dpx (xcor - my-x) ;; relative distance between uavs in the x direction
let dpy (ycor - my-y) ;; relative distance between uavs in the y direction
let x-speed (speed * dx) ;; speed of other uav in the x direction
let y-speed (speed * dy) ;; speed of other uav in the x direction
let dvx (x-speed - my-x-speed) ;; relative speed difference between uavs in
x direction
let dvy (y-speed - my-y-speed) ;; relative speed difference between uavs in
y direction
let sum-r (((my-uav-size) / 2 ) + (([size] of self) / 2 )) ;; sum of both
uav radii

;; To figure out what the difference in position (P1) between two uavs at a
future
;; time (t) will be, one would need to know the current difference in
position (P0) between the
;; two uavs and the current difference in the velocity (V0) between the two
uavs.
;;
;; The equation that represents the relationship is:
;;

P1 = P0 + t * V0

;; we want find when in time (t), P1 would be equal to the sum of both the
uav’s radii
;; (sum-r). When P1 is equal to is equal to sum-r, the uavs will just be
touching each
;; other at their edges (a single point of contact).
;;
;; Therefore we are looking for when: sum-r = P0 + t * V0
;;
;; This equation is not a simple linear equation, since P0 and V0 should
both have x and y
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;; components in their two dimensional vector representation (calculated as
dpx, dpy, and
;; dvx, dvy).
;;
;; By squaring both sides of the equation, we get:
;;

(sum-r) * (sum-r) = (P0 + t * V0) * (P0 + t * V0)

;; When expanded gives:
;;

(sum-r ^ 2) = (P0 ^ 2) + (t * PO * V0) + (t * PO * V0) + (t ^ 2 * VO ^
2)

;; Which can be simplified to:
;;

0 = (P0 ^ 2) - (sum-r ^ 2) + (2 * PO * V0) * t + (VO ^ 2) * t ^ 2

;; Below, we will let p-squared represent: (P0 ^ 2) - (sum-r ^ 2)
;; and pv represent: (2 * PO * V0)
;; and v-squared represent: (VO ^ 2)
;;
;; then the equation will simplify to: 0 = p-squared + pv * t + v-squared *
t^2

let p-squared ((dpx * dpx) + (dpy * dpy)) - (sum-r ^ 2) ;; p-squared
represents difference
;; of the square of the radii and the square of the initial positions

let pv (2 * ((dpx * dvx) + (dpy * dvy))) ;; vector product of the position
times the velocity
let v-squared ((dvx * dvx) + (dvy * dvy)) ;; the square of the difference
in speeds
;; represented as the sum of the squares of the x-component
;; and y-component of relative speeds between the two uavs

;; p-squared, pv, and v-squared are coefficients in the quadratic equation
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shown above that
;; represents how distance between the uavs and relative velocity are
related to the time,
;; t, at which they will next collide (or when their edges will just be
touching)

;; Any quadratic equation that is a function of time (t) can be represented
as:
;;

a*t*t + b*t + c = 0,

;; where a, b, and c are the coefficients of the three different terms, and
has solutions for t
;; that can be found by using the quadratic formula. The quadratic formula
states that if a is
;; not 0, then there are two solutions for t, either real or complex.
;; t is equal to (b +/- sqrt (b^2 - 4*a*c)) / 2*a
;; the portion of this equation that is under a square root is referred to
here
;; as the determinant, d1. d1 is equal to (b^2 - 4*a*c)
;; and:

a = v-squared, b = pv, and c = p-squared.

let d1 pv ^ 2 - (4 * v-squared * p-squared)

;; the next test tells us that a collision will happen in the future if
;; the determinant, d1 is > 0, since a positive determinant tells us that
there is a
;; real solution for the quadratic equation. Quadratic equations can have
solutions
;; that are not real (they are square roots of negative numbers). These are
referred
;; to as imaginary numbers and for many real world systems that the
equations represent
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;; are not real world states the system can actually end up in.

;; Once we determine that a real solution exists, we want to take only one
of the two
;; possible solutions to the quadratic equation, namely the smaller of the
two the solutions:
;; (b - sqrt (b^2 - 4*a*c)) / 2*a
;; which is a solution that represents when the uavs first touching on
their edges.
;; instead of (b + sqrt (b^2 - 4*a*c)) / 2*a
;; which is a solution that represents a time after the uavs have penetrated
;; and are coming back out of each other and when they are just touching on
their edges.

let time-to-collision -1

if d1 > 0
[ set time-to-collision (- pv - sqrt d1) / (2 * v-squared) ] ;; solution
for time step

;; if time-to-collision is still -1 there is no collision in the future no valid solution
;; note: negative values for time-to-collision represent where uavs would
collide
;; if allowed to move backward in time.
;; if time-to-collision is greater than 1, then we continue to advance the
motion
;; of the uavs along their current trajectories. They do not collide yet.

if time-to-collision > 0
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[
;; time-to-collision is relative (ie, a collision will occur one second
from now)
;; We need to store the absolute time (ie, a collision will occur at time
48.5 seconds.
;; So, we add clock to time-to-collision when we store it.
;; The entry we add is a three element list of the time to collision and
the colliding pair.
set collisions fput (list (time-to-collision + ticks) self myself)
collisions
]
]
end
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;; determines when a uav will hit any of the four walls
to check-for-wall-collision ;; uav procedure
;; right & left walls
let x-speed (speed * dx)
if x-speed != 0
[ ;; solve for how long it will take uav to reach right wall
let right-interval (box-edge - 0.5 - xcor - size / 2) / x-speed
if right-interval > 0
[ assign-colliding-wall right-interval "right wall" ]
;; solve for time it will take uav to reach left wall
let left-interval ((- box-edge) + 0.5 - xcor + size / 2) / x-speed
if left-interval > 0
[ assign-colliding-wall left-interval "left wall" ] ]
;; top & bottom walls
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let y-speed (speed * dy)
if y-speed != 0
[ ;; solve for time it will take uav to reach top wall
let top-interval (box-edge - 0.5 - ycor - size / 2) / y-speed
if top-interval > 0
[ assign-colliding-wall top-interval "top wall" ]
;; solve for time it will take uav to reach bottom wall
let bottom-interval ((- box-edge) + 0.5 - ycor + size / 2) / y-speed
if bottom-interval > 0
[ assign-colliding-wall bottom-interval "bottom wall" ] ]
end
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

to assign-colliding-wall [time-to-collision wall] ;; uav procedure
;; this procedure is used by the check-for-wall-collision procedure
;; to assemble the correct uav-wall pair
;; time-to-collision is relative (ie, a collision will occur one second from
now)
;; We need to store the absolute time (ie, a collision will occur at time
48.5 seconds.
;; So, we add clock to time-to-collision when we store it.
let colliding-pair (list (time-to-collision + ticks) self wall)
set collisions fput colliding-pair collisions
end
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
to choose-next-collision
if collisions = [] [ stop ]
;; Sort the list of projected collisions between all the uavs into an ordered
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list.
;; Take the smallest time-step from the list (which represents the next
collision that will
;; happen in time). Use this time step as the tick-delta for all the uavs to
move through
let winner first collisions
foreach collisions [ [the-collision] ->
if first the-collision < first winner [ set winner the-collision ]
]
;; winner is now the collision that will occur next
let dt item 0 winner
;; If the next collision is more than 1 in the future,
;; only advance the simulation one tick, for smoother animation.
set tick-delta dt - ticks
if tick-delta > 1
[ set tick-delta 1
set uav1 nobody
set uav2 nobody
stop ]
set uav1 item 1 winner
set uav2 item 2 winner
end
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

to perform-next-collision
;; deal with 3 possible cases:
;; 1) no collision at all
if uav1 = nobody [ stop ]
;; 2) uav meets wall
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if is-string? uav2
[ if uav2 = "left wall" or uav2 = "right wall"
[ ask uav1 [ set heading (- heading) ]
stop ]
if uav2 = "top wall" or uav2 = "bottom wall"
[ ask uav1 [ set heading 180 - heading ]
stop ] ]
;; 3) uav meets uav
ask uav1 [ collide-with uav2 ]
end
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

to collide-with [other-uav] ;; uav procedure
;;; PHASE 1: initial setup
;; for convenience, grab some quantities from other-uav
let mass2 [mass] of other-uav
let speed2 [speed] of other-uav
let heading2 [heading] of other-uav
;; modified so that theta is heading toward other uav
let theta towards other-uav

;;; PHASE 2: convert velocities to theta-based vector representation
;; now convert my velocity from speed/heading representation to components
;; along theta and perpendicular to theta
let v1t (speed * cos (theta - heading))
let v1l (speed * sin (theta - heading))
;; do the same for other-uav
let v2t (speed2 * cos (theta - heading2))
let v2l (speed2 * sin (theta - heading2))
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;;; PHASE 3: manipulate vectors to implement collision
;; compute the velocity of the system’s center of mass along theta
let vcm (((mass * v1t) + (mass2 * v2t)) / (mass + mass2) )
;; now compute the new velocity for each uav along direction theta.
;; velocity perpendicular to theta is unaffected by a collision along theta,
;; so the next two lines actually implement the collision itself, in the
;; sense that the effects of the collision are exactly the following changes
;; in uav velocity.
set v1t (2 * vcm - v1t)
set v2t (2 * vcm - v2t)

;;; PHASE 4: convert back to normal speed/heading
;; now convert my velocity vector into my new speed and heading
set speed sqrt ((v1t * v1t) + (v1l * v1l))
;; if the magnitude of the velocity vector is 0, atan is undefined. but
;; speed will be 0, so heading is irrelevant anyway. therefore, in that
;; case we’ll just leave it unmodified.
set energy kinetic-energy

if v1l != 0 or v1t != 0
[ set heading (theta - (atan v1l v1t)) ]
;;***
;;***
;; and do the same for other-uav
ask other-uav [
set speed sqrt ((v2t ^ 2) + (v2l ^ 2))
set energy kinetic-energy

if v2l != 0 or v2t != 0
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[ set heading (theta - (atan v2l v2t)) ]
]

;; PHASE 5: recolor
;; since color is based on quantities that may have changed
recolor
ask other-uav [ recolor ]
end

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;; uav coloring procedures ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

to recolor ;; uav procedure
;;let avg-speed 1
;; avg-speed is assumed to be 0.5, since uavs are assigned a random speed
between 0 and 1
;; uav coloring procedures for visualizing speed with a color palette,
;; red are fast uavs, blue slow, and green in between.
ifelse speed < (0.5 * avg-speed) ;; at lower than 50% the average speed
[ set color blue ]

;; slow uavs colored blue

[ ifelse speed > (1.5 * avg-speed) ;; above 50% higher the average speed
[ set color red ]

;; fast uavs colored red

[ set color green ] ] ;; medium speed uavs colored green
end
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;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;; time reversal procedure ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;; Here’s a procedure that demonstrates time-reversing the model.
;; You can run it from the command center. When it finishes,
;; the final uav positions may be slightly different because
;; the amount of time that passes after the reversal might not
;; be exactly the same as the amount that passed before; this
;; doesn’t indicate a bug in the model.
;; For larger values of n, you will start to notice larger
;; discrepancies, eventually causing the behavior of the system
;; to diverge totally. Unless the model has some bug we don’t know
;; about, this is due to accumulating tiny inaccuracies in the
;; floating point calculations. Once these inaccuracies accumulate
;; to the point that a collision is missed or an extra collision
;; happens, after that the reversed model will diverge rapidly.
to test-time-reversal [n]
setup
ask uavs [ stamp ]
while [ticks < n] [ go ]
let old-ticks ticks
reverse-time
while [ticks < 2 * old-ticks] [ go ]
ask uavs [ set color white ]
end

to reverse-time
ask uavs [ rt 180 ]
set collisions []
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ask uavs [ check-for-wall-collision ]
ask uavs [ check-for-uav-collision ]
;; the last collision that happened before the model was paused
;; (if the model was paused immediately after a collision)
;; won’t happen again after time is reversed because of the
;; "don’t do the same collision twice in a row" rule. We could
;; try to fool that rule by setting uav1 and
;; uav2 to nobody, but that might not always work,
;; because the vagaries of floating point math means that the
;; collision might be calculated to be slightly in the past
;; (the past that used to be the future!) and be skipped.
;; So to be sure, we force the collision to happen:
perform-next-collision
end

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; reporters ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

to-report init-uav-speed
report 1
end
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
to-report max-uav-mass
report max [mass] of uavs
end
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
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to-report kinetic-energy
report (0.5 * mass * speed * speed)
end
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
to draw-vert-line [ xval ]
plotxy xval plot-y-min
plot-pen-down
plotxy xval plot-y-max
plot-pen-up
end

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
to check_distance

ask uav 0 [set distance0_1 distance (uav 1)]

end
;Modified by Pablo Rangel in 05/08/2017
;Based on Gas Lab Model from:
; Copyright 2005 Uri Wilensky.
; See Info tab for full copyright and license.

B.3

6 UAV-SSB Collision Analysis Model

This simulation was created to test the E and R parameters capabilities to guarantee the
safe distance among UAV-SSB agents.
globals [
tick-delta

;; how much simulation time will pass in this step
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box-edge

;; distance of box edge from origin

collisions

;; list used to keep track of future collisions

particle1

;; first particle currently colliding

particle2

;; second particle currently colliding

init-avg-speed init-avg-energy

;; initial averages

avg-speed avg-energy

;; current averages

fast medium slow

;; current counts

percent-slow percent-medium percent-fast ;; percentage of current counts

distance0_1

;; distance between UAV0 and UAV1 1

distance0_2

;; distance between UAV0 and UAV2 2

distance0_3

;; distance between UAV0 and UAV3 3

distance0_4

;; distance between UAV0 and UAV4 4

distance0_5

;; distance between UAV0 and UAV5 5

distance1_2

;; distance between UAV1 and UAV2 6

distance1_3

;; distance between UAV1 and UAV3 7

distance1_4

;; distance between UAV1 and UAV4 8

distance1_5

;; distance between UAV1 and UAV5 9

distance2_3

;; distance between UAV2 and UAV3 10

distance2_4

;; distance between UAV2 and UAV4 11

distance2_5

;; distance between UAV2 and UAV5 12

distance3_4

;; distance between UAV3 and UAV4 13

distance3_5

;; distance between UAV3 and UAV5 14

distance4_5

;; distance between UAV4 and UAV5 15

kw
Us
Do
;Ds
Einitial
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Evalue
Wsv
UAV_SSB

]

breed [particles particle]
breed [markers marker]

particles-own [
speed
mass
energy
]

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; setup procedures ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

to setup
clear-all
set-default-shape particles "uav-sbs"
set-default-shape markers "circle"
set box-edge max-pxcor - box-size
ask patches with [(abs pxcor = box-edge or abs pycor = box-edge) and
abs pxcor <= box-edge and abs pycor <= box-edge]
[ set pcolor yellow ]
set avg-speed 5
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initial-Evalue
make-particles
;make-markers
set particle1 nobody
set particle2 nobody
reset-ticks
set collisions []
ask particles [ check-for-wall-collision ]
ask particles [ check-for-particle-collision ]
update-variables
set init-avg-speed avg-speed
set init-avg-energy avg-energy
ask particles [set label who]
check_distance
end

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
to initial-Evalue
set kw 4.375
set Us 10
set Do 2
; set Ds 10
;set Ds 0

;set Einitial ((1 + kw * (Ws / Us)) * Do + Ds) * 0.1
set Einitial ((1 + kw * (Ws / Us)) * Do + Ds)
set Evalue Einitial
set Wsv Ws
end
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;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
to make-particles
set UAV_SSB 6
create-particles UAV_SSB [
set speed Init_UAV_speed

set size Einitial
set mass (size * size)
set energy kinetic-energy

recolor
]
;; When space is tight, placing the big particles first improves
;; our chances of eventually finding places for all of them.
foreach sort-by [ [a b] -> [ size ] of a > [ size ] of b ] particles [
[the-particle] ->
ask the-particle [

;position-randomly;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
same-position
while [ overlapping? ] [ position-randomly ]
]
]
end
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
to-report overlapping? ;; particle procedure
;; here, we use IN-RADIUS just for improved speed; the real testing
;; is done by DISTANCE
report any? other particles in-radius ((size + Ws) / 2)
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with [distance myself < (size + [size] of myself) /
2]
end
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
to position-randomly ;; particle procedure
;; place particle at random location inside the box
setxy one-of [1 -1] * random-float (box-edge - 0.5 - size / 2)
one-of [1 -1] * random-float (box-edge - 0.5 - size / 2)
end
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
to same-position
ask particle 0 [setxy 0 15]
ask particle 1 [setxy 0 -15]
ask particle 2 [setxy 25 25]
ask particle 3 [setxy 25 -25]
ask particle 4 [setxy -25 -25]
ask particle 5 [setxy -25 25]

end

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; go procedures ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

to go ;added check-batterydrain
if ticks >= 1001 [ stop ]
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choose-next-collision
add_wind_turbulence;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
ask particles [ jump (speed + add_turbulence) * tick-delta ]
perform-next-collision
tick-advance tick-delta
recalculate-particles-that-just-collided
check-batterydrain
if floor ticks > floor (ticks - tick-delta)
[
update-variables
update-plots
]
check_distance
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
end

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
to update-variables
set medium count particles with [color = green]
set slow count particles with [color = blue]
set fast count particles with [color = red]
set percent-medium (medium / ( count particles )) * 100
set percent-slow (slow / (count particles)) * 100
set percent-fast (fast / (count particles)) * 100
set avg-speed mean [speed] of particles
set avg-energy mean [energy] of particles
end

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
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;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
to recalculate-particles-that-just-collided
;; Since only collisions involving the particles that collided most recently
could be affected,
;; we filter those out of collisions. Then we recalculate all possible
collisions for
;; the particles that collided last. The ifelse statement is necessary because
;; particle2 can be either a particle or a string representing a wall. If it
is a
;; wall, we don’t want to invalidate all collisions involving that wall
(because the wall’s
;; position wasn’t affected, those collisions are still valid.
ifelse is-turtle? particle2
[
set collisions filter [ [the-collision] ->
item 1 the-collision != particle1 and
item 2 the-collision != particle1 and
item 1 the-collision != particle2 and
item 2 the-collision != particle2
] collisions
ask particle2 [ check-for-wall-collision ]
ask particle2 [ check-for-particle-collision ]
]
[
set collisions filter [ [the-collision] ->
item 1 the-collision != particle1 and
item 2 the-collision != particle1
] collisions
]
if particle1 != nobody [ ask particle1 [ check-for-wall-collision ] ]
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if particle1 != nobody [ ask particle1 [ check-for-particle-collision ] ]
;; Slight errors in floating point math can cause a collision that just
;; happened to be calculated as happening again a very tiny amount of
;; time into the future, so we remove any collisions that involves
;; the same two particles (or particle and wall) as last time.
set collisions filter [ [the-collision] ->
item 1 the-collision != particle1 or
item 2 the-collision != particle2
] collisions
;; All done.
set particle1 nobody
set particle2 nobody
end

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;; check-for-particle-collision is a particle procedure that determines the
time it takes
;; to the collision between two particles (if one exists). It solves for the
time by representing
;; the equations of motion for distance, velocity, and time in a quadratic
equation of the vector
;; components of the relative velocities and changes in position between the
two particles and
;; solves for the time until the next collision
to check-for-particle-collision
let my-x xcor
let my-y ycor
let my-particle-size size
let my-x-speed speed * dx
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let my-y-speed speed * dy
ask other particles
[
let dpx (xcor - my-x) ;; relative distance between particles in the x
direction
let dpy (ycor - my-y) ;; relative distance between particles in the y
direction
let x-speed (speed * dx) ;; speed of other particle in the x direction
let y-speed (speed * dy) ;; speed of other particle in the x direction
let dvx (x-speed - my-x-speed) ;; relative speed difference between
particles in x direction
let dvy (y-speed - my-y-speed) ;; relative speed difference between
particles in y direction
let sum-r (((my-particle-size) / 2 ) + (([size] of self) / 2 )) ;; sum of
both particle radii

;; To figure out what the difference in position (P1) between two particles
at a future
;; time (t) will be, one would need to know the current difference in
position (P0) between the
;; two particles and the current difference in the velocity (V0) between
the two particles.
;;
;; The equation that represents the relationship is:
;;

P1 = P0 + t * V0

;; we want find when in time (t), P1 would be equal to the sum of both the
particle’s radii
;; (sum-r). When P1 is equal to is equal to sum-r, the particles will just
be touching each
;; other at their edges (a single point of contact).
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;;
;; Therefore we are looking for when: sum-r = P0 + t * V0
;;
;; This equation is not a simple linear equation, since P0 and V0 should
both have x and y
;; components in their two dimensional vector representation (calculated as
dpx, dpy, and
;; dvx, dvy).
;;
;; By squaring both sides of the equation, we get:
;;

(sum-r) * (sum-r) = (P0 + t * V0) * (P0 + t * V0)

;; When expanded gives:
;;

(sum-r ^ 2) = (P0 ^ 2) + (t * PO * V0) + (t * PO * V0) + (t ^ 2 * VO ^
2)

;; Which can be simplified to:
;;

0 = (P0 ^ 2) - (sum-r ^ 2) + (2 * PO * V0) * t + (VO ^ 2) * t ^ 2

;; Below, we will let p-squared represent: (P0 ^ 2) - (sum-r ^ 2)
;; and pv represent: (2 * PO * V0)
;; and v-squared represent: (VO ^ 2)
;;
;; then the equation will simplify to: 0 = p-squared + pv * t + v-squared *
t^2

let p-squared ((dpx * dpx) + (dpy * dpy)) - (sum-r ^ 2) ;; p-squared
represents difference
;; of the square of the radii and the square of the initial positions

let pv (2 * ((dpx * dvx) + (dpy * dvy))) ;; vector product of the position
times the velocity
let v-squared ((dvx * dvx) + (dvy * dvy)) ;; the square of the difference
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in speeds
;; represented as the sum of the squares of the x-component
;; and y-component of relative speeds between the two particles

;; p-squared, pv, and v-squared are coefficients in the quadratic equation
shown above that
;; represents how distance between the particles and relative velocity are
related to the time,
;; t, at which they will next collide (or when their edges will just be
touching)

;; Any quadratic equation that is a function of time (t) can be represented
as:
;;

a*t*t + b*t + c = 0,

;; where a, b, and c are the coefficients of the three different terms, and
has solutions for t
;; that can be found by using the quadratic formula. The quadratic formula
states that if a is
;; not 0, then there are two solutions for t, either real or complex.
;; t is equal to (b +/- sqrt (b^2 - 4*a*c)) / 2*a
;; the portion of this equation that is under a square root is referred to
here
;; as the determinant, d1. d1 is equal to (b^2 - 4*a*c)
;; and:

a = v-squared, b = pv, and c = p-squared.

let d1 pv ^ 2 - (4 * v-squared * p-squared)

;; the next test tells us that a collision will happen in the future if
;; the determinant, d1 is > 0, since a positive determinant tells us that
there is a
;; real solution for the quadratic equation. Quadratic equations can have
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solutions
;; that are not real (they are square roots of negative numbers). These are
referred
;; to as imaginary numbers and for many real world systems that the
equations represent
;; are not real world states the system can actually end up in.

;; Once we determine that a real solution exists, we want to take only one
of the two
;; possible solutions to the quadratic equation, namely the smaller of the
two the solutions:
;; (b - sqrt (b^2 - 4*a*c)) / 2*a
;; which is a solution that represents when the particles first touching on
their edges.
;; instead of (b + sqrt (b^2 - 4*a*c)) / 2*a
;; which is a solution that represents a time after the particles have
penetrated
;; and are coming back out of each other and when they are just touching on
their edges.

let time-to-collision -1

if d1 > 0
[ set time-to-collision (- pv - sqrt d1) / (2 * v-squared) ] ;; solution
for time step

;; if time-to-collision is still -1 there is no collision in the future no valid solution
;; note: negative values for time-to-collision represent where particles
would collide
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;; if allowed to move backward in time.
;; if time-to-collision is greater than 1, then we continue to advance the
motion
;; of the particles along their current trajectories. They do not collide
yet.

if time-to-collision > 0
[
;; time-to-collision is relative (ie, a collision will occur one second
from now)
;; We need to store the absolute time (ie, a collision will occur at time
48.5 seconds.
;; So, we add clock to time-to-collision when we store it.
;; The entry we add is a three element list of the time to collision and
the colliding pair.
set collisions fput (list (time-to-collision + ticks) self myself)
collisions
]
]
end

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;; determines when a particle will hit any of the four walls
to check-for-wall-collision ;; particle procedure
;; right & left walls
let x-speed (speed * dx)
if x-speed != 0
[ ;; solve for how long it will take particle to reach right wall
let right-interval (box-edge - 0.5 - xcor - size / 2) / x-speed
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if right-interval > 0
[ assign-colliding-wall right-interval "right wall" ]
;; solve for time it will take particle to reach left wall
let left-interval ((- box-edge) + 0.5 - xcor + size / 2) / x-speed
if left-interval > 0
[ assign-colliding-wall left-interval "left wall" ] ]
;; top & bottom walls
let y-speed (speed * dy)
if y-speed != 0
[ ;; solve for time it will take particle to reach top wall
let top-interval (box-edge - 0.5 - ycor - size / 2) / y-speed
if top-interval > 0
[ assign-colliding-wall top-interval "top wall" ]
;; solve for time it will take particle to reach bottom wall
let bottom-interval ((- box-edge) + 0.5 - ycor + size / 2) / y-speed
if bottom-interval > 0
[ assign-colliding-wall bottom-interval "bottom wall" ] ]
end

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
to assign-colliding-wall [time-to-collision wall] ;; particle procedure
;; this procedure is used by the check-for-wall-collision procedure
;; to assemble the correct particle-wall pair
;; time-to-collision is relative (ie, a collision will occur one second from
now)
;; We need to store the absolute time (ie, a collision will occur at time
48.5 seconds.
;; So, we add clock to time-to-collision when we store it.
let colliding-pair (list (time-to-collision + ticks) self wall)
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set collisions fput colliding-pair collisions
end
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
to choose-next-collision
if collisions = [] [ stop ]
;; Sort the list of projected collisions between all the particles into an
ordered list.
;; Take the smallest time-step from the list (which represents the next
collision that will
;; happen in time). Use this time step as the tick-delta for all the
particles to move through
let winner first collisions
foreach collisions [ [the-collision] ->
if first the-collision < first winner [ set winner the-collision ]
]
;; winner is now the collision that will occur next
let dt item 0 winner
;; If the next collision is more than 1 in the future,
;; only advance the simulation one tick, for smoother animation.
set tick-delta dt - ticks
if tick-delta > 1
[ set tick-delta 1
set particle1 nobody
set particle2 nobody
stop ]
set particle1 item 1 winner
set particle2 item 2 winner
end
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;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
to perform-next-collision
;; deal with 3 possible cases:
;; 1) no collision at all
if particle1 = nobody [ stop ]
;; 2) particle meets wall
if is-string? particle2
[ if particle2 = "left wall" or particle2 = "right wall"
[ ask particle1 [ set heading (- heading) ]
stop ]
if particle2 = "top wall" or particle2 = "bottom wall"
[ ask particle1 [ set heading 180 - heading ]
stop ] ]
;; 3) particle meets particle
ask particle1 [ collide-with particle2 ]
end

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
to collide-with [other-particle] ;; particle procedure
;;; PHASE 1: initial setup
;; for convenience, grab some quantities from other-particle
let mass2 [mass] of other-particle
let speed2 [speed] of other-particle
let heading2 [heading] of other-particle
;; modified so that theta is heading toward other particle
let theta towards other-particle

;;; PHASE 2: convert velocities to theta-based vector representation
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;; now convert my velocity from speed/heading representation to components
;; along theta and perpendicular to theta
let v1t (speed * cos (theta - heading))
let v1l (speed * sin (theta - heading))
;; do the same for other-particle
let v2t (speed2 * cos (theta - heading2))
let v2l (speed2 * sin (theta - heading2))

;;; PHASE 3: manipulate vectors to implement collision
;; compute the velocity of the system’s center of mass along theta
let vcm (((mass * v1t) + (mass2 * v2t)) / (mass + mass2) )
;; now compute the new velocity for each particle along direction theta.
;; velocity perpendicular to theta is unaffected by a collision along theta,
;; so the next two lines actually implement the collision itself, in the
;; sense that the effects of the collision are exactly the following changes
;; in particle velocity.
set v1t (2 * vcm - v1t)
set v2t (2 * vcm - v2t)

;;; PHASE 4: convert back to normal speed/heading
;; now convert my velocity vector into my new speed and heading
set speed sqrt ((v1t * v1t) + (v1l * v1l))
;; if the magnitude of the velocity vector is 0, atan is undefined. but
;; speed will be 0, so heading is irrelevant anyway. therefore, in that
;; case we’ll just leave it unmodified.
set energy kinetic-energy

if v1l != 0 or v1t != 0
[ set heading (theta - (atan v1l v1t))]
;[ set heading (theta - (atan v1l v1t)) +
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random-float(360)];;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;; and do the same for other-particle
ask other-particle [
set speed sqrt ((v2t ^ 2) + (v2l ^ 2))
set energy kinetic-energy

if v2l != 0 or v2t != 0
[ set heading (theta - (atan v2l v2t))]
;[ set heading (theta - (atan v2l v2t)) +
random-float(360)];;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

]

;; PHASE 5: recolor
;; since color is based on quantities that may have changed
recolor
ask other-particle [ recolor ]
end

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;; particle coloring procedures ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

to recolor ;; particle procedure
;;let avg-speed 1
;; avg-speed is assumed to be 0.5, since particles are assigned a random
speed between 0 and 1
;; particle coloring procedures for visualizing speed with a color palette,
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;; red are fast particles, blue slow, and green in between.
ifelse speed < (0.5 * avg-speed) ;; at lower than 50% the average speed
[ set color blue ]

;; slow particles colored blue

[ ifelse speed > (1.5 * avg-speed) ;; above 50% higher the average speed
[ set color red ]

;; fast particles colored red

[ set color green ] ] ;; medium speed particles colored green
end

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;; time reversal procedure ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;; Here’s a procedure that demonstrates time-reversing the model.
;; You can run it from the command center. When it finishes,
;; the final particle positions may be slightly different because
;; the amount of time that passes after the reversal might not
;; be exactly the same as the amount that passed before; this
;; doesn’t indicate a bug in the model.
;; For larger values of n, you will start to notice larger
;; discrepancies, eventually causing the behavior of the system
;; to diverge totally. Unless the model has some bug we don’t know
;; about, this is due to accumulating tiny inaccuracies in the
;; floating point calculations. Once these inaccuracies accumulate
;; to the point that a collision is missed or an extra collision
;; happens, after that the reversed model will diverge rapidly.
to test-time-reversal [n]
setup
ask particles [ stamp ]
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while [ticks < n] [ go ]
let old-ticks ticks
reverse-time
while [ticks < 2 * old-ticks] [ go ]
ask particles [ set color white ]
end
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
to reverse-time
ask particles [ rt 180 ]
set collisions []
ask particles [ check-for-wall-collision ]
ask particles [ check-for-particle-collision ]
;; the last collision that happened before the model was paused
;; (if the model was paused immediately after a collision)
;; won’t happen again after time is reversed because of the
;; "don’t do the same collision twice in a row" rule. We could
;; try to fool that rule by setting particle1 and
;; particle2 to nobody, but that might not always work,
;; because the vagaries of floating point math means that the
;; collision might be calculated to be slightly in the past
;; (the past that used to be the future!) and be skipped.
;; So to be sure, we force the collision to happen:
perform-next-collision
end

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; reporters ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
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to-report init-particle-speed
report 1
end
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
to-report max-particle-mass
report max [mass] of particles
end
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
to-report kinetic-energy
report (0.5 * mass * speed * speed)
end
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
to draw-vert-line [ xval ]
plotxy xval plot-y-min
plot-pen-down
plotxy xval plot-y-max
plot-pen-up
end
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
to check_distance

ask particle 0 [set distance0_1 distance (particle 1)]
ask particle 0 [set distance0_2 distance (particle 2)]
ask particle 3 [set distance0_3 distance (particle 0)]
ask particle 4 [set distance0_4 distance (particle 0)]
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ask particle 5 [set distance0_5 distance (particle 0)]
ask particle 1 [set distance1_2 distance (particle 2)]
ask particle 1 [set distance1_3 distance (particle 3)]
ask particle 4 [set distance1_4 distance (particle 1)]
ask particle 5 [set distance1_5 distance (particle 1)]
ask particle 2 [set distance2_3 distance (particle 3)]
ask particle 2 [set distance2_4 distance (particle 4)]
ask particle 2 [set distance2_5 distance (particle 5)]
ask particle 3 [set distance3_4 distance (particle 4)]
ask particle 3 [set distance3_5 distance (particle 5)]
ask particle 4 [set distance4_5 distance (particle 5)]
end
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
to add_wind_turbulence
if add_turbulence >= 0.1 [
ask particles

[;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
set heading

random-float(360);;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;forward

add_turbulence;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
]
]
end
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
to check-batterydrain
ask particles
[
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if energy <= 0 [ die ]
]
end

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
to make-markers
create-markers 42 [
set size 14
set color gray
]
position_mk
end
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;NOTE: NUMBERS FOR TOTAL TURTLES ARE UNIVERSALLY ASSIGNED. SO NO TURTLE NUMBER
SHALL REPEAT EVEN IT THEY ARE DIFFERENT BREEDS
to position_mk
ask marker 6 [setxy 0 7] ;1
ask marker 7 [setxy 0 21] ;2
ask marker 8 [setxy 0 35] ;3
ask marker 9 [setxy 0 -7] ;4
ask marker 10 [setxy 0 -21] ;5
ask marker 11 [setxy 0 -35] ;6

ask marker 12 [setxy 14 7] ;7
ask marker 13 [setxy 14 21] ;8
ask marker 14 [setxy 14 35] ;9
ask marker 15 [setxy 14 -7] ;10
ask marker 16 [setxy 14 -21] ;11
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ask marker 17 [setxy 14 -35] ;12

ask marker 18 [setxy 28 7] ;13
ask marker 19 [setxy 28 21] ;14
ask marker 20 [setxy 28 35] ;15
ask marker 21 [setxy 28 -7] ;16
ask marker 22 [setxy 28 -21] ;17
ask marker 23 [setxy 28 -35] ;18

ask marker 24 [setxy 42 7] ;19
ask marker 25 [setxy 42 21] ;20
ask marker 26 [setxy 42 35] ;21
ask marker 27 [setxy 42 -7] ;22
ask marker 28 [setxy 42 -21] ;23
ask marker 29 [setxy 42 -35] ;24

ask marker 30 [setxy -14 7] ;25
ask marker 31 [setxy -14 21] ;25
ask marker 32 [setxy -14 35] ;27
ask marker 33 [setxy -14 -7] ;28
ask marker 34 [setxy -14 -21] ;29
ask marker 35 [setxy -14 -35] ;30

ask marker 36 [setxy -28 7] ;31
ask marker 37 [setxy -28 21] ;32
ask marker 38 [setxy -28 35] ;33
ask marker 39 [setxy -28 -7] ;34
ask marker 40 [setxy -28 -21] ;35
ask marker 41 [setxy -28 -35] ;36
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ask marker 42 [setxy -42 7] ;37
ask marker 43 [setxy -42 21] ;38
ask marker 44 [setxy -42 35] ;39
ask marker 45 [setxy -42 -7] ;40
ask marker 46 [setxy -42 -21] ;41
ask marker 47 [setxy -42 -35] ;42

end
;Modified by Pablo Rangel in 05/08/2017
;Based on Gas Lab Model from:
; Copyright 2005 Uri Wilensky.
; See Info tab for full copyright and license.
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